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Final Report

TOWARDS,AN ACCOUNTABILITY MODEL OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

ntroductiont

The basic objective of this research program was to develotrand

to test an accountability model of thereducational process. Ideally,

we Would have liked to time had'a model which had beendeveloped; tested,

and implemented by the time'that the grant was supposed to terminate.

Measured against this ideal, one cannot say that our performance has

matched our ambitions and our dreams. However, a great deal of work has

been accomplished and we feel that we have learned a great deal. In fact,

we now believe that accountability models can:be made operational and

fully implemented although we have not had, and do not have, the resources

to do so at the present time. In addition, it is only fair to say that

0

the problem is much.more difficult than we originally realized.'

Basically, thia grant covered two types of activities. First, in

cooperation, with, the Pittsburgh School District, we devoted a major

effort toward the development of a"data base, the construction of

appropriate models, the conduct of analyses of the data, and we hoped
.

to have these findings implemented. We have not yet discussed implemen".

tation with the officials of the district, because the analysis is not

yet completed. In- short, the construction of the data base, which

absorbed most of our energies, turnedoUt to be such a monumental task,

and a task only partially under the control of our research team, that

this effort itself was not completed until about the time that the project

should have been over. This is, not to say that no analysis was acoom-
/

plished. Quite to the contrary, much analysis was accomplished and
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one paper, "Operational Accountability" was written based uJon these

preliminary results-and this paper is included with this report. However,

the analyois's still going on and should go on for some time'since we

p. '

. ,

.
.

belie4e that we have developed an excellent dita base. If the findings

warrant it, and if the districts are setious in their expressed desires

to make accountability operational, we may seek additional funds r,

implemeht our findings and our methodologies.

Givene,the above, especially the difficulty in the acquisition of

our database from the Pittsburgh Schools,,Ve looked around for another

source of data so that Models might be developed and tested while we

were trying to develop our local sources of date. We decided that the

data from the Equalif,:y'of EducationalOpportuni,ty Survey (The Coleman

data.) might be uflaized-for this purpose. We secured the twelifth srade

tapes' and, since_thit mOve,enlarged the project beyond the scale which

we had, origLially envisioned, we also secured some additional resources
e

.

4 and havefAlso invested a substantial amount of our own internal research

support into this enlarged project. Three papers have presently been

writtebased upon the Coleman data. These are titled, "A Simultaneous

Equations Model of the Educational Process", "Education From An

.
Anthropological Perspective: An Empirical ;nvestigation of Structural

Differences Among tiacks and Whites", and "A Simultaneous Equations

Model of the Educational Process: The Coleman Data Revisited With An

Emphasis Upoh Achievement". A copy of each of these papers is

enclosed.



It is appropriate to discuss these activities separately. We

begin with a Summary of the work directly associated with.the Pittsburgh

Schools.

The Pittsburgh .Schools Portion of the Project:

As whs indicated above, this portion of the iroject absorbed most

of-the original resources which were provided hy the gramt. It was also

an extremely frustrating activity. Data acquisition from an on-going

school system is extremely difficult evenwhen, as was our case, an
.

Assistant Swerintendent is extremely interested in the project.
4 I.

(He just became the 'Superintendent.) Accordingly, in the discussion\.

below we will first. discuss the data which me*have finally been able to

accumulate and-which we are now in the process of analyz'!.ng.- Sinde we

sere interested in determing whether this frustrating activity would

..

eventually be worthwhile, we conducted an analysis utilizing a part of

-----'-----

the data and this workbecame the basf.a for the enclosed paper entitled,

.-
.

"Operational Accaintability". 'A summary of that paper is provided in

this text after the, basic data is described. '

Description of the Pittsburgh Data:

Our data collection procedures were guided by our ultimate research

.objentive of identifying a variable which col id be used as an indicator

1,

of the output of the 'educationhl process and partitioning the variance

el the output variable into components associated with the home environment

th

C-

and personal characteristics of the children, the social locational

characteristics of the individual schools, the characteristics ofthe

administrative and teaching staffs of the schools, and the particular,character-

istics of the childrens' teachers. Furthermore, we were intent on creating

r'
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a working data, file composed of data at an extremely fine level lof aggrega-
.

tio146. Sine we were interested in examining the 9ffecttof "contextual"

variables such as neighborhoods and school environment we were cautious

not to define a level of aggregation which would lead to an averaging out

.

of such effects. .ii is a particularly severe problem with data, Such

4

as the census, which areollected on the basis of aibitrarilly defined

grids.- Initially, three files were constructed containing data on:

I) Individual students; II) Odividual administrative and teaching staffs;

and III) demographic and socioeconomic characteristics,of the city. These

are discussed in detail below.

-I) Student File

'N
Through the cooperation of the Pittsburgh public schools research staff

we had the school system's computer department create two tapes detailing

specified characteristics for students. The first tape contained records

for 8,823 students who were in the 5th, 6th and 7th grades in 1970, took

a battery of metropolitan area-wide achievement tests (MATS) in that year

and took a similar battery of tests'at the end of the following year.

The testing schedule for these two batteries of tests had been May, 1.970,

and April, 1971. Thus, we had change scores with which we would estimate

the impact of one year's exposure to the eductional process. The changes

in achievement score -- the two tests thus became our dependent measure

of the output of the school system.

k

6

ti
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The data recorded on this tape fall into three categories: 1) iden-

tificatioqf Student and school; 2) personal characteristics of student

and reside nce lotation; and 3) test results for 1970 and 1971.

Specific items included under 1): the student's name, sch ool system

° ,

identification number, home rooms and seh6ola in 1970 and 1971,. and school

ares,40des (the Pittsburgh Public School are organized into three areas,

which *re each unsier a supervisor),

Under 2), data included the following: the student's se'-x, race,

age (in years-and months),, grades in 1970 band 1971, names and residence
,

by street address. and zip code of par&its or guardians, and participation

in special programs.

Poi 3) data included the following: IQ scores on the Otis -tenon

Lest (taken in2nd, 5th and 8th grades) and scores on the followinVIATs en

1970) word knowledge, reading, spelling, language study skills, arithmetic

computation,-arithmotic problem solving, social studies, social studies_

Skills and Science. waSttaken in 1971: word knowledge, reading language, spelling.

computation, arithmetic concepts, arithmetic problem solving, science s,id

social studieS.
A

Although these raw data supplied by the Pittsburgh public school system.

were remarkably detailed and extensive we encountered several problems in

attempting to"exploit the data for our research purposes, These problems
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characterized *11 of our edtitatiofial dati.

categories and led to significant delays.

2) MAT chau8es betWeen,1970 and 1971; and

record These era discussed below.

.

They fell into the following

1) Computer ineompatibilitiesp

3) inconsistent and irrelevant

1) Relevant school system data were kept on master tapes a he

Vittsbk crgh Board of Education building. These tapes had a density of 1600 bpi.

..

`Ae,it turned out, the tape drives at the Carnegie-Mellon University Compu-
f 4

team' Center could read tapes with a maximum of 800 bpi. TI.s seemingly

trivi computer incompatibility became a severe issue when welearne8

that there was only' one machine in the city capable of performing a conversion

from 1600 to 800 bpi and this machine owned by Presbyterian University

Hospital, was under a heavy work schedule.. In fact, it took an average of

one month for each tape received from the achool system to be converted

so that they could be, read and used at the University Computation Center.

such converpions were required on. six different tapes.

2) The MAT testing history for the students on our file is displayed

below.

May 1970

Test Series Grade
(1959 Edition)

Partial Intermediate 5

Partial Intermediate 6

Partial Advanced 7

Time Peridd April 1971

Grade Test Series
(1970 Edition)

4- 10 months 4

8

6 Partial Intermediate

7 Partial Advanced

8 Complete Advanced
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In May, 1970, the 959 edition of the MATS wm, tuthluts

5th and fth grades took the intermediate ermial teats (these did not .include

social science, and ecience components). *Weer, in 1971 the newer edition

of the achievement tests published in 19'0 were admieietered. Furthermore

while students in the 6th grade again took the partial intermediate battery,

.those in the 7th took the partial advanced battery. Thus it became necessary

to convert scores in the different batteries and. di ferent *di to

comparable values., ConVersion table* Were aced from HAroue Brace.

and World, Inc., the-testpublishersiand computer programs were writton:which

took the raw scores converte1 and these to grade equivalencies for each edition

and then converted these to bomparmble 1970 grade equivalency. scores.

In some instances, extrapolations of published conversion tables were

requirel. Unfortunately, conversion to comparable, scores or the intermediate

to advanced battery was not possible and we were forced to exclule change

scores ef,etUdents who were in the 6th grade in 1.970 and .were in the 7th/grade i,n4,971a

3) For various reasons indivilual student records were excluded from

the finil student file. These included: st udents who resided outside of

the city; students who changed schools with the 1970 -1971 academic year;

etudenti who were in the 4th or 86-grades in May, 19/0 or in the 5th,or

9th grates in April, 1971; students whose:scords were anomolous; students

in schools with too few observations in a grade (<10); students in resitieeee

areas Or which census data were irretreavablyseppreseed or could not be

identified; and students whose demographic chafacteristics were unknown.

In addition to the primary student files a secondary tape file

containing summary characteristics for all 93,1.51 students in the school

system was acquired. TheSe data were merged ijith printouts detailing
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O. the Pittsburgh p6b-lioschoola,,we sequirid tares detailini.f4op; .

/I, .. , .

staff chmranteristes for'alf thesisteds'ischoola. fctr'the4ireirs 19694'1970,
. .

,
,

'1971 find ,97Z. 'The napes fell into two coleatible categories; 1) at'
.

,

.

i

,

vertification'tipe and, 2) a paytoll"tape., The former tipi is constructed .,

. -
.

. '''4

,

. o

following gui4eiines laid down by .the..Pennsylvapi" Department of Education'

while the, latter was designWtoisuif tike requiremantw'of the accountiig

'.department of the Pittsburgh Public Schools. It woo from datem.these

'tapes that we expected to' be able to identify' and 'control the profelfsiohal

4 . *

racteristics associated with the general school environment, the grade
, . ,r Ne ..0----

.." ;,' '

and the class of dae.4 student in our priiary student file. As it will
b *

be,comeepparent from the' discussion below, we were unable to identify
0

'

.,

staff witkvspeci is students, classrooms, or even gra4as. Although
. . .,.

q .,

we had initielly believed that.tie data permitted such identificetibn,'

. .
-...

as it turned but however, we were forcCd'io"adhstruct coarse Combine

f ,':

ind,overdllschool characteristies..zerigb10, -We%:d4tail the*contents'd
.

.-.

t

each tape bw law.

rade

Ceriifieif on tape. 'ibis tapetails the Apcordd of 389 admin-

,

isttatIve-employtes and 3-,228 teaching personiel in,the"Pittsburghrpubtic

0

school system. Individuals are identifiqd.t: their social security., ,. * 410, . % * ,. 0
.6, , . *

,
nifmbers-- a:factcr permittingeross checkA4 wIth the psnall acc4untins 9" #

..,

a

444

..

-Tape.' Records of each individuiles demographic ,charagteristicavjnclude;

.
o

.
.A

, .
. , a . # %I'

sex, twaritia. stating *iv; Sege. -aspaorsent date ino;ude: instituti6nal. .

* 4.

,
a,



locgtion (:.18 possibilities), percent of time employed, teaching experience

in PittsbUrgh, Penneylvania, remainder of U.S.amd countries of foreign

ervice (by country), years of education beyond high school diploma (18

possibilities), ealorys'current position classification (63 possibilities

-detailed in appendix A), number of professional employees supervised,

status (full time or substitute and type), teaching assignments (107

possibilities detailed in appendix C with room for records of one major and

.four minor assignments), certification by type of certificate and years

held (',1 possibilities ith room for records of three certificates)

fields of certification (222 pOssibilities detailed in appendix Dmith

room for records of eleven areas of certification), periods teaching and,

finelly, reason for teininotion if terminated during' the past year.

2) Payroll tapi. This tape created to fin requirements specified

by the Pittsburgh public schools accounting department .contains some data

on topics watch are also covered by data in the certification tape. Roower,

in many instances the date from this tape are more disaggregate. We

0'

describe only those variables which are unique to this tape or expand on

date in the previous tape. The data include: race, number of dependents,

date of employm6t, expanded termination reasons And date termination

became effective, leave status, job title, retirement stews, level and

'step in salary scale (permits breakdown of 'education and experience

incentives),pmployment category (five distinctions), position classifi-

cation (439 possibilities detailed in appendix 8), funding charadteristics

(permits identifying individuals hired with federal, state and local funds),

prime location and department (With room for three locations and departments)}

oeci01 sindary'increments based on longevity, and attendance at speCial

ION
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programs and allowed and used sick days, vacation and other absentees.

These two' files were merged by usieg the individual's social security

number as an identification. Then staff from schools identified with

students in the. primary student file were chosen and the others discarded.

Mean, median and spAead'eharacteristics,of administrative and teachin

staff for grade levels (primary, -intermediate and secondary) and overall

schools were then computed sitd aasigned to each student's file according

to the student's School location. To these were added the generel

demographics of the student body land the et racteristic absence rates.

Thus, the working file oriented towards individual students and

contained data on variables such as the student's 4emegraphice and

teacher environment thought on an a priori baste iikc4 to influence the

student' e: achievement leve-,

III. Demographic and Socioeconomic File

Our objectIme here was to obeain demogiaphic and socioeconomic data of

sufficient disaggregation to provide meaningful 1nd/eaters ot,local

neighborhood characteristics for student residences ;nh school locations.

Our motivation vas twoefold., On the we hand, we were unable to

acqaire direct socioeconomic and peer data on the families at students

in our primary file and thee were interested in acquiring data which

would serve as surrogates for thee ebsent direct data. On the other hand,

we presumed that the reighboeaood characteristics of the student's

residence sad school would have 3n effect oe4'.the student's behavior, This

contextual variable wee thought to operate in the following fashicet a

black child resiiing in a low income ghetto neighborhood coroiled ale the

lame school as a black child residing in a middle Ow! white neighborhood

would be expected to have different achievement,levels ail other things

4 held constant.



sufficient detail disaggregat (*we engaged,

a eerricas ona7 Planni eratien of Reehteter,

created a conbinatiostape for:ut containing
sy

lit, 2nd 4th count census tapes'et:the census blCek

buoi .(60g) level -of ggregitia. A cbg is aeproximatel 1/5 the

tract tad is composed of blocks:chi:igen on less Arbitrary,

t cbge were so,conetruc

be c

w a census tract. Essentiall

e approximations of "Oeigh4orhoods

The coMplete data supplied in this tape detail demographic and ac j

ex

for'the Pittsburgh Standard Metropolitan St

Area. We'deciditd to construct two files from these data, one containin

:census tract data and the other containing data on Chgs. We chose only

those tracts.. and ebge in whickmehad students and schools. Little

econonic charecterist

difficulty, was encountered at the census tract level. EOwever at the cbg

level we ran into extensive diffiCulties caused by data supp46,sienv,_.

built into the original.- cenous tapes by the Bureau of the Census in order-

to preserve the privecy of individuals when there were too few members

classification present n the cabs. By employing some simple accounting

Ca

procedures we Werenble to circumvent these suppressions-for all variables

we were interested in for all CbgS:we had Students in, Thus we crested

a data file of extremely fine diseggregetion and which is probably unmatched

anywhere.

The details of the census data are Contained i,n appendix E. From

these we created a prelim nary file of 43 c meposi.te variables which are

listed below;

O



Total population

2. Percitt utireated individuals

Pereent black

Percent foreign born

Percent eff1White population under 18 years of age

Percent of white population over 6,'years of age

Prel

A',/ 6

12

Census Variables

7. Percent of black population under 18 years of age..

8,;L,Pereent of black population over 65 years of tide

9. Percent of White families with female heads

10. Percent blaCk-famifies with feMale heads

11. Percent of population 3-34 enrolled in school

Percent of 16-21 not enrolled talachool'and not employed

13. Percent of theppopulation under 25-with under 8 years of schooling

'14. Percent of the population under 25 with 9-15 years of schooling

15. Percent of the population under 25 with more than 16. years of schooling

16. Percent of the population under 5 residing in a different house in.1965'

Percent of the population'over 16 unemployed

18. Percent'of White population over 16 unemployed

194 Percent of black population over 16 unemployed

20. Median family income
%

21. Median income of fami and unrelated individuals

22, Percent of families and unrelated individuals w.th incomes under 83000

23. Percent of families and unrelated individuals with incomes over $15000

24. Percent of families receiving public assistance

- 25.- Percent of related children under 18 not living with; both parents and

.having incomes below poverty leVel

14
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ent of housing units rented and occupied

27. Number of Adividuala per housing unit

28. Number of white pe white housing unit

29., Number of black per black housing unit

30,, *Ober of white per white owner occupied housing unit

Number of White per white-renter occupied housing unit

umber of black per black owner occupied housing unit

Number of black:per black renter occupied howling unit

34. Percentof units with' more thane 1.51 individuals per room

35. Percents of Units lacking plumbing

36.,' Median persons per room

37. Mtdian house value

38. Median monthly rent

39. Telephones available per'unit

'40. Median -age o structures in 1970

41. Median years since arrival

42.. Percent of occupied units occupied during 1968 -1970

43, Percent of occupied units with more than one automobile

In addition to ,preliminary variables several other race-specific

per capita and per family income variables were defined. Correlational

analyses were performed to reduce these variables to a set which could be

used ,as indicator; of local demographic and socioeconomic conditions.
4

Approximately ten variables have been chosen belt techniques are being

employed to further reduce these. These variables will Thee be identified

with student residende and. school locations id the following nanner.

15

4
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_Through the cooperation of the ,South Western Pennsylvania Regional

Ptehning Association we were able tvuse a special 'program they had

developed to assign unique cbg numkers to street' uMbers. This. proceddre

ti

was employed for iatudent, residences and school locations. Unfortunately,

this mapping routine was not able to assign cbg numbers to every student

and a small number were excluded as a consequence. With these cbg.numbers

we were able to add to the enlarged student files data of theolemographic
-

and socioeconomic characteristics of their residence and school locations

for both-disaggregated cbg's and aggregate census tracts. Xhus,,the

,final:Studimt file cohtains records detailing each student's., achievement

t
behavior, perso 1 characteristics, professional educational environment,

, .

student body env ronment, local school neighborhood and residence neigh-,

borhood characteristics.

The Anal sis Which Is In PrOcess:

Although we have worked with portions ofove datal we are only_

now beginning to analyze this data in its totality. !Asis traditional fJr

any such basically empirical work,.we have begun with simple regressions.

These initial regressions should give us some guidance and we may then .

construct . a more complicated model:: Although all resources frofs our

initial grant have long been exhausted, we will continue to utilize

university and other resources in order to complete this analysis.

Two points are relevant here. First, we Inive every reason to be

emely confident that the output o '-this analysis will be useful. The

initial analysis which is summarized below was iltself very useful for the

1C
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managers within the School District, and this additional, analysis of'this

expanded set of data should be even More useful. On the other hand,:we

are now certain) given our work with the Coleman data, that any modal which

is constructed to analyze this body of data yill be a misapecified model

since'this data does not inaude information concerning the efficacy)

,

motivation, and expectations of individual students and *those expectations

which he perceives'ehat his teachers and parents have for him-or her, This

_kind of information was contained in the Equality of Educational Opportunity

Survey, and our work, indicatesdthat it is very important.

The Preliminary Results.) ,

Since among other reasons"we wanted to know whether our efforts might hold a

.future pay off, we conducted an initial analysis upon the data which was easiest_

to obtain.(student scoreson the standardized tests including I.Q., age,

sex, race, and school). The resulits of thisanalysis are contained in the,

enalosed-paper which is titled, "Operational Accountability". . One of the

main purposes of this initial anafysts Nap to determine whether the-re might

be effects upon achievement which might be attributable to the school which

a particular student attended.. The answer to this qiiestion was positive.

Hence, the decision-makers could inquire'as to the sout'ce of the positive or

negatIve effect upon achievement which was attributed to some partibular

school. Clearly, such a question is*impossible without such a study as

this one. ,However, since-this study could contra for. only I.Q.p age, sex,
A

4

and rate we believe that a complete analysis of the data which we have

assembled will be bf interest not only to the decision-makers within°the

Pittsburgh School System but also. to the larger public which` is Interested

in educational research. We repeat again that this paper is included so
0

that it is to be considered a:.part of this final report.
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SlmelauLafthe Work on the Coleman} Data:

As was mentioneti\ rlier, we secured additional resources, including

.
1

' a very substantial contrib ion ,fromfrom Carnegia-Mellon University, iit; that
. ..

we might, go ahead while our' d to was being assembled and investigate some
-4,-

.of oUr ideas within ,.the contextof the existing data represented by the

twelfthagrade-tapes of the Equali of Educational Opporturlity Survey.

Of course, we believed initially (and now feel that we have Confirmed the

fact) that this aspect of our efforyWould prove to be of interest in and

of itself. In short, we felt, that thin, data had never been properly
-

analyzed so that our efforts might be useful in and of themielvea.

Thejletails.of our re-analysis of the Coleman data are contained:'

within the enclosed papers, "A Simultaneous Equations Model of the

Educational Process ", "Education From An Anthroiological Peripectivef An

Empirical InVestligation of Structural Differentes Among Blacks and Whites",

and "A Simultaneous Equations Model'of the Educational ProcesSt The,Coleman

. .

Data ReitisitedWfth An EMphasis Upon Achievement". These papers are copi!
.

e.-.7",.r_ e

sidered to be a part of this report. We might note in passing that they
,.

are still subject to., revision so that the results are not yet -to be ,

Considered "finnl". Indeed,weomight note that in at least',one:of these,

iieliminary:drafts we forgot to thank our supporting grantors!
0

We

certainly-x.4.11 not make such a mistake in the final version-.

All of these papers share a common basic idea. This simple: idea is

- that the educational process has several outputs which include achievement,

efficacy, motivation, and expectations. The notion is that all these must

i.

, 7

be considered to be endogenous variables so that the educational process

can only be modelled through the methodology of simultaneous equation's.
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If the above notion is correct, and we believe that the enclosed papers

indicate that it is,then all of the previous analyses of this data may be

subject to what-is noted within the econometric literature as simultaneous

equations, bias In other words results based upon single equation. regression

-models may yield.biased results.'

We believe that the enclosed papers justify our views the./ ttle

.educational process must be modelled by,a system of simultaneous equations.

-4e believe that the' results which we have obtaiDed/Are bothoew and

imp rtant.

&viously we cannot go into the detailibere, which must be left

to the inbluded papers; b i'it is.worth noting that not only is the
ti

endcigenows part of, the 7system important but that ene exogenous part has

powerful policy impliCacions for both.ouu nation:and7fc accountability

models. While It is now popular to argue that the resources of the

educational system are not important in relation.to theoUtputa of that

system,these popular ideas are not supported by the results reported in

theae'papers. Indeed, our results indicate that the resources of the

system contribute most importantly to ekbicational outcomes. Teachers.

impottoets.es'is indicated not only by the pupil-teacher ratio but
, .

also by the scores which teachers chieved on'their standardized test.

In a sumSlaryi the resources of the system are.very.impOrtent and

Oducatioel.outcomes cannot be attributed solely;to family background'
.

peer group, and inherited characteristics. '

41,

fl
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Conclusions:

We feel that this research project has demonstrated that accountability

can be made into an Operational concept. We feel that our effOrts have

yielded importAnt new results. Clearly, educational tytteas can collect

data which .are similar to,that contained within the Equality of Educational

Opportunity Survey and such data would be a great step forward in making

accountability ;operational. Obviously such datECOan be improved-J.po

The first step would be to identify7pupila with
t.

eir teachers so that we

might be better able to sort out what may be important teacher effects upon

-

both achievement and the other..oUtputs of the educatpnal system. It is
4..,

unfortunate that this kind of data is not automatically collected,by the

educational system.

20

0
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Appendix A

Position Classification Code

Administrative .an Supervisory

0000 Superintendent,-lounty.
0001 Associate Superintendent, County
0003 Assistant Superintendent, County
0005 Superintendent, District
0007 Associate, Superintendent, District

0009 Assistant Superintendent, District
0010 Supervising Principal-

- -0015:Administrative Assistant
0020 Secondary Principal
0025 Assistant or Vice-Secondary Principal
0030 Elementary Principal
'0035 Assistant or.Vice-Elementary Principal

0045 Assistant or Vice-Combined Elementary and

Secondary Principal
0048 Director, Audio-Visual ServiceS
0049 Director, Recreation 4

050 Director, Industrial Education A

0055 Director, Vocational Education k-

0063 CoordInator, Trade_and Industrial'Education,

0063 Supervisor, Agriculature Education
'0065 Supervisor,-VOcational Trade and industrial

Education '

007) Superyisor, Speech and hearing.`*

0073 Supervisor, Special Education
-0075 SUpervisor, Guidance'
0080 SuperVisor, Elementary:
0085 SUpervisor, Secondary
0090 Supervisor, Combined.

Clas room Teachers

0405 Nursery School Teacher
0410 Kindergarten Teacher
0415 Elementary Teacher
0420 Secondary Teacher
0425-Combined Elementary and Secondary Teacher

0430 Special Education Teacher, -
N.35 Speech Correctionist
0440 Head of Department-
0445 Extension Adult EduCation .

21
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Appendix A (Continued)

Coordinate. Services

0801 Assistant to the Superintendent
in Charges of Inotruction

0802 Assistant ,to the Superintendent
in Charge ofiliusiness Affairs

)803 Assistant to the supervising Principal
in Charge of Instruction

0804 Assistant to the Supervising Principal
in Charge of Hu:asses Affairs

0805 Business Manager
0807 Curriculum Coordinator
0808 Curriculum Director
0810 Dental Hygienist
0815 Guidance Personnel, Elementary
0820 Guidance Personnel, Secondary
0825 'Guidance Personnel, Combined
0830 Home and School Visitor.
0E35 Librarian, Elementary'
0840 Librariin, Secondary
0845 Librarian,, Combined
0850 Manager,' School Food Services
0855 Occupational Therapist
0860 Physical Therapist
0863 Psychiatric Social Worker
0864 Psychological Examiner
0865 Psychologist, County
0870 Psychologist, District
0875 School Nuree
0880 Specialist
0885. Specialist, Education Program'
0890 Specialist-, Research
0815 Audiometrist

9900 Others Spedify

22
4'
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Appendix B

PBr. - PO CODES

1 Superintendent of Schools
2 Controller
3 Solicitor
4 Treasurer
S Deputy Controller
6 Deputy Superintendent
7 Assistant Superintendent
8 Director (Division)
9 Direct= (Education
10 Director (Special Function)
11 Personal Leave'
12 Vacation Replacement
13 Other Replacement
14 Overtime - Day Care Centers
15 Vacation Pay
16 Work Shop Salaries
17.Illness,Replacement
18 Terminal Pay.
19 Teacher Examinations
20 Annuity-
21 Summer Planning
22 Pensioner(
23 Summer Class Scheduling
24 Teacher Fellowship Program
25 Absence Provision
26 In-Service Training
27 Overtime
28 Sabbatical
29 Temporary Help
30 TurnOVer Provision
'31 Committee Work
32 Salary Advance Study,
33 Detached Asaignment
34 Associate Director
35 Assistant Director
36 Coordinating Dikector
37- Assistant Chief Accountant

'38 Assistant Collector A
39 Assistant Collector B
40 Assistant Purchasing Agent
41 Personnel,Assistant 1
42 Administrative Assistant
43 Personnel Assistant 1
44 Administrative Assistaa
45 Personnel Assistant/
46 Assistant Solicitoe
47 Siecial .k,sistant
48 Administrative Intern
49 Assistant to Treasurer
50 Assistant to Chief of Ma n,epance,
51 Assistant to Director



Appendix B-(cont nued)

52 Contract Martino
'53 4rea. Administratoi
.54 Chief ,of .Payroll Administration ,

55 'Statistician
56,Planning Associate
57 Pinancial Manager
58 Jr. Accountant
59 Executive Aisistant
60 Chiif Accoatint
61 Accountant 1.
62 Accountant 2
63 Auditor t
64 Auditor 2
65 Retirement Conn
66 Accountant 3.
67 Executive"Seiretary

4 68 Editor
69- Secretary 1
70 Secreta ry 2
71 Secretary 3
72 Secretary 4.
73 Auditor 3
74 Expediter, . a /
75 Dishursemint Supervisor
76 Auditor School Conttoller
7.7 Delitiquent' Ttx Inuestitator
78 Planning ,Specialist.

* 79, RemAarch Specialist
,.,80 Program Specialist
`81 Research Associate
82 Classification Officer
83 Prindipal
84 Vice-Principal
85 Assistant- Principal
86 Dean of Student"
87 Administrator in Charge
88 Deal) of Instruction."
89 Seniot'coordinator
90 Coors for
100 AisistAnt Coordinator
101 SupirVisor, 2
102'Schobl Volunteer Work Supervisor,

10a..Si*visor
164 sOPlirvimtor (Curriculum and ,Instruction
1.05..Supirrvi, sorts Summer Pay

*106 Curriculum; Writing
107 Editor
108 Editor ,

109 Editorial Assistant
110 Testing Assistsint
110 Safety Education Assistant
111 Medical Supervisor

24



Appendix B ued)

112 De nta1. Supervisor

113 Tabulating Supervisor
114 Se curiq Soperviior
415 Construction Suparvisor
116 Chief of Operations -

117 Ch of of Maintenance
118 District Custodial Supervisor
119 Property Contkol$U0ervisor
120..Tax Supervisor I

Tax, SUperviaor 2
122 School Social Work Supervisor
123 Agailtant Supervisor of,Securiry

-.124"Transportation Supervipor
-125 Humping SuPervieor
126 Programming Supervisor (Computer)

Educational Facilities Coordinator
-128 6ctivitied Director.
123 Girl's AdviporIllursi)
130 Coundelors
131 Head Counselor
132 Draftsms4 ,

133 Safety Inspector
134,Designing Architect
135 Heating-Plumbing Draftsman
136 ArChltectual brafiswan
137 Electrical Engineer
138 Heating-Plumbing Engineer

139 Electrical Draftsman
140 Inspector Mechanical
141 P i'ojept Architect

142 Electrical Inspector
143Senipr Systems Analyst
144 Programmer - Analyst 2"

145 Programmer -!nalyst
146 Student Intern
147luilding Insolactor 1
148 Building Inspector 2
149 Maiterial Eitiaditer
150 Auto Mechanic 1
151 Auto Mechanic 2
152:TV,RepaiVsan
T53 Buyer 1
154 Buyer 2
-155 Buyer 3
156 Audio- Visual Technician 1

157 Audio-Visual Technician 2

158 Audio-Visual Technician 3
159 Facilities Statistical Coordinator

160 Drafting.Aide
161 Design Draftsman
162 Musical Initrument Repairman

O
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163 Chief of Heating and Plullibilm Design

164 Specification Writer
165 Programmer 1
166 Data Processing Editor
167 Computer Operation Manager
168 Account Clerk 1
169 School Chief Clark 2
170 School. Clerk 1
171 School Chief Clerk.
172 School Clerk 2
173 Library Clerk
174 Messenger-Clerk
175 Key Punch Op 1

176 Clerk-Sten rapher 1.

177 Clerk-Stem: rapher 2

176 Clelsk:TyPiet.I
179 OwitehboardOperaOr
180 SchoolSupply Clerk
181 Statintleal Clerk
182 Substitute Clerk -, Port
183 Substitute Clerk - Full t ie,

184 Stores Clerk t
185 Clerk-Typist 2
386 Clerk 1
187 Clerk 2
188-Account Clerk 2
189 2ookkeeping Machine, Operator 1.

490 Euplicating Equipment Operator 1

191 Buplicating Equipment Operator 2.

192 Chauffeur
193 Automotiiie Equipment Operator,2

194 Fey Punch Operator 1
195 Switchboard Operator 2
196 74bulating Machine c 'perat 1-

197 Vabulating Machine 6Jperator 2

198 Tabulating. Machine Cperator 3

199 VOile Unit Divisien
2'L Automotive Equipment Operate/ 1

201 Transportatien Helper
292 Wokkeeping Machine Operator 2

203 junior Progrolmer-
20f. Computer Oper4tor 2

2 ystems Analyst
296 Computer 6perator
287 c Lino Speciallat
208 'eacher, Eegulot
261 Pepartment Cho trap
219 -Zeacher, Special. Eqihga'Llcn

7ef3i6,1r, Special 1,7,3ucatier,-Glfte'd

2I2 Teat per, Full Time Sub
213 't7eacher9 Day-to-bay Sub
214 reacher, Evening Sub
215'7eacher, Parttime Substltwee
215 Teacher, Speech Therapist



217 Teacher., Team Leader
218 Teacher, Library
219 Teacher, Assistant
220 Ther, Itinerant
221 Reading Specie lift
222 Teacher* Xindergart
2237Macher,, intern
224 Teacher preparation Period Compensation
225 Phynical Therapist
226 Occupation Therapist
227 Field"Service Rep
228 fttrikmCIAXV4112AT activities
229 Swim Instructor' (.1

230 Teacher Assistant 1
231 Teacher Ministrant 2
232 Teacher Aisiatant 3
233 Taachar Stant 4
234 Census Enumerator
-235 School Social Worker
236 Choir Director
237 Sind Director
08 Orchestra Director
239 Faculty Athletic Manager
240 Conenuitty Agent
241 Matron
242 Contracts Reader
243 Security Aide
244 Instructional Aunt a a
245 Parent involvement Worker.
246 TA-2

. (TA-2 Teaching Assistant)
(TA.-2 Orr 'Program)

247 Student Worker
248 Field ,Supervisor
249 Sr. Security Aide
2543 P.T. Daylight Security
251 P.T.- Evening Security
252 Night. Security Aide
253 Invest igeohr
254 P.T. Summer Security Aide
255 Jr. 'Investigator
256 TA-1

(TA-I, Instructional)
(TA,-1 Kindergarten)
(TA.-t LibrarY)
(TA.-;, Team Mother)
(TA-1 Child. Care)
(TA-1. Team) '
(TA-1, Reading Readiness)
(TA-1
(TA4 Classroom Asst.)
( D..1, School)

27



Adj stment c)sa )
Resource Ro6e)

(TA-3 COO)
(T6.73 Kindergarten Asst.

( r=k4 Learning Disib.)

258 SOFft`viOniAlde 1
259 Supervisory,Aide,2
260 OehoolAide:(MioathXy Bus Aide)
261 Field Service Aide
262 Doe_Aide(Hourly)
263 Substitute Aide
264 Helper S+ vice
265 Doctor of Medicine
266 Doctor of Psychology
57,0phthalmologiot

269-Psychologist
270 Radiologic Techno1
271 Optician
272 Dentist
273 Dental Aegis
274 SehoolNurse
275 Dental 47/gimlet
276 Nnrsit-.ciinic
277 Nurse Andinectet
278 Social Hygiene
279 Social Hygiene Lecturer
280Tiecherflpetch Therapist
281 Nurae Technician
282 GroUp Andionetrist
283 Seninr.gysienist
284 Hygienist
285 Psychiatric Social Worker
286 Psychiatrist
287 School Nurse Sub
288 Neurologist
289 Asst. Coach-Basebel
290 Sr. Golf Coach
291 Third Aett. coach-Football
292 Intramural Wrestling
203 Second Asst. eolith-Football
204 Sr. Head'Football
205 Firer Sr. Asst. Football
206 Sr. Basketball
207 Sr. DASeball,
208 Sr. 'Track
209 Sr. Swimmina
210 Sr. Soccer
211 Sr.-Volleyball
212 Sr. Zross Countr
213 Sr. Tennis

214 hut. CoadhBeisketbe'll
215 Asst. CoachTrack -



216 Intramural t
217::0ymnastiat
218 060-Basketball,
219Coachoielleyball
220 Coach-SWimm$48

221 COacW-Track
222 Intramural Mania
223'4unior,11344:0aCh
224
225 junior High Basketball
226 Junior:High Swimming
227 JUnior-High Softball
228' Junior High Trtok
229 Junior High /amnia
230 Custedien1
231 Custn4ian
232, Custodian 2
233 Custodian 3
234 Cu* todien 4
23SCustodian 5
236 Custodian 6
237 Cuitodian:7
238 Custodian, Asaiatant A
239 Custodian, Assistant B
240 Cuttodian* Helper
241 Cleaner E
242 Cleaner D
243 Cleaner C
244 Cle Suer B
245 Cleaner A
246 Laundress 1
247 Laundrep:
246 Itinerant Helper
249 Itinerant Cleaner
250 Parking Lot Attendant
251 Custodian 36,
252 Fireman A
253 Fireman B
254 Elevator pperator'
'256 Special PstrolMan
257 Substitute Helper
258 Substitute Cleaner
259 Asbestot
260 Blackboard Finisher
261 Bricklayer
262 Building Laborer
263 Carpenter
264 Carpenter* Ymeman
265 Carpenter* Sub-Foremsn

266 Cement Mason °
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Appendix B .(ontinued)

267 Composition Roofers
268 Electrician
Z69 Electrician, Foreman'
270 Lather
271 Locksmith 2
272 Marble Bettor
273 Mortar Mixer
274 Iron Worker , .

275 Maintenance Repairman 2
276 Painter
277 Painter, Foreman
278 Plaeterer
279 Painter Sub-Forman
280 Riumlier
281 Plusfber, Foreman
282 Plumbing Laborer'
283 Sheet Metal Worker
284 Sheet Metal Worker, Foreman
285 Slate Roofer
286 Sheet Metal Sub - Foreman
287 Sey Sharpener
288 Steam 'Fitter
289 Steam Fitter, Foreman
290 Tile. Setters,
291 Tile Setters, Helper
292 Maintenance Repairman, 1
293 Locksmith 1
294 Temporary Helper, Shop. ;
29$ Physical Edication Equipment Repairmad
296 Facilities and Equipment Labor
297 Foreman
298 Storekeeper 1.
299 Storekeeper 2
300 Shipper
301 Stores Clerk 2
302 Helper
303 Used Furniture Stockman
304 ForMan
3.05 Assistant Foreman
3116 Field Caretaker 1
307 Field Caretaker 2 (Hedge TriMmer)
308 Sheet Metal.Sub-Foreman
309 Saw Sharpener
310Steam Fitter
311Steam Fitter, Foiettan

.312 Tile Setters
313 Tile Setters, Helper
314 Maintenance Repairman 1
315 Locksmith 1
-316 Temporary Helper, Shop
317Physical Education Equipment Repairman

C-4
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. Appendix B (continued}

318 Facilities,and Equipment Labor
319 Foreman
320, Storekeeper 1
321 Storekeeper 2
322 Shipper
323 Stores Clerk 2
324 Helper
325. Used Furniture Stockman
326 Foreman
327 'Assistant Foreman.
328 Field Caretaker 1
329 Field Caretaker 2 (Hedge Trimmer)

330 Scaffold( Erection
331 Laborer 2
332 Laborer 1
333 Cafeteria Manager
334 Cafeteria Manager, A
335 Cafeteria,ranager, B
336 Cafeteria Managerie
337 Cafeteria Manager Trainee
338 Baker
339 Asst. Bak!!_/
340 Cook
341 Cook, Manager 0

342 Food Service SOpervisor 1
343 Food Service Supervisor 2
345 Food Service Worker
346 Dietitian Manager.

J

o
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Appendix C

.

au . Teaching Assignment Code

0000 No Classrnom ,Teaching

1200 Agriculture

1400 Art

Business Education

1610 Bookkeeping
/620 Business English
1640 Retail Sailing
1650 Shorthand
1660 Typing
1670 _Commerical Law
1680 'Commercial Arithmetic
1690. Office Practice
1695 Other

20d0 Trade and Industrial

2219 Practical Nursing

2330 Distributive Education

Elementary Education

2620
2830
2850
2860
2870
2880
2890

English

3220
3240
3250
3270

3280
3290

Extension

3610-
3620

Nursery School
Kindergarten
Primary,
Intermediate
Upper Elementary (Grades 7 and 8)

Other Elementary
Team 'reaching

Drama
Journalism
Speech
Combined Composition,

Literature
Composition
Literature

Mfg

Adult
Recreation

32

Grammar and

ti



.5605

2

Foreign Language, Ancient

4010 Greek
4020 Hebrew

.4030 Latin

4040 Sanskrit

Foreiganguage, Modern

4405 Chinese
4410 French
4420 ;erman
44:30: Italian O

040 Japanese
4450 Lithuanian
4 &60

4470
Pblish
Portuguese a

ti

4480 Russian
0.10 Spanish

IlealtWand physical Education

4!170

ti O ilystealC611f.:ation

Highway and General Sa ty Education

5200 Driver. Education

5400 Safety. Education

Hobe:Economics

Industrial Atts

6060 General Shop
6070 Unit Shop

`6400 Library Science (Classroom Only)

Mathematics

6605 inalytical Geometry
6810 41gebra
6815 Arithmetic
6829 Calculus
6825 Combined Analytical Geometry and Caiplus
6830 _Combined Algebra and Trigonometry
6835 Combined Geometry
6845 Elementary Functions
6855 Foundations of Mathematics
6865' General Mathematics?.
6875 Modern Abstract Algebra
6',0 Plane Geometry
6885 Probability and Statistics
6890 Solid. Geometry 33
6895 Trigonometry.
6899 ot.herai 8 cif



Music

7210 General Music
7220, Instrumental Music

Reading

7610 :DavelOpmental
7620 Remedi41
7630 SpeciOized

$cience

8405 Biology
8410 Biological Science
8420 Chemistry
8430 Comprehensive Science
8440; Earth and Space Science
8450 General Science
8460 Physieat Science
84-11,O Phr.lics

Social Studies

8805 Anthropology
' 8810 Civics
8820 Comprehensive Program

8830 Economics

.8340 'Geography
8843 Political Science
8844 Problem's of Democracy

8845. History
8860 Psychology
8865 Social Science
8875 Social Studies
8880. Sociolep
8890 World-Cultures

Special,Edueation

9205 Deaf and Hard of Hearing
9210 Mrtally Advanced, Elementary
9211° Mentally Advanced, Secillndary

9220 Mentally Retarded, Educable, Elementary
9221- Mentally Retarded, Educable, Secondary

9230 Mentallyltetarded, Trainabte

'9240 Physically Handicapped
9250 Restoration
9260 Socially emotionally Maladjusted
.9270 tSpeech-CorFection
9280 Speech and Hearing Handicapped
9290' Visually liandi.capped

0

9900 'Others, Specify 34
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Areas of Certification Code

Adminis tration

1100 iglumentary Principal

1105 Secondary Principal

1110 'Comprehensive 1rinc1pa1
1120 Supervising Principal

1140 Assistant-Principal
1150, Superintendent
1155 Asgistant Superintendent

1185. Equivitlendy

1200 Agriculture Education
.

At

1405 Art Education
1415 Art' Supervisor

Business Educes ion

1600 Busini2ssEducation
1610 Bookkeving,
1615 Data Processing
1620' Busines.:10,English

1630 Business Mathematics
1640 retail Selling

4
1650 Shorthand
1660 Typing
1670 Commercial' Law

1680 Commercial Arithmetic
1690 Office PraCtice

Coordinate Services

1805 Assistant to the Superintendent
in Charge.of.Instruction

1810. Assistant to the Superintendent
in Charge of Business Affairs

1820 InstrOctional.Media Specialist
1830 Dental Hygienist
1835 Elementary Guidance Counselor.
1838 Secondary Guidance Counselor
1840 Supervisor of School Guidance

Services
1841 'Guidance Counselor
1850 Home and Sdhooi Visitor

35
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1860 Manager of School Food Services
1870 Occupational Therapist
1875 School Psychologist
1880 Psychological Examiner
1882 Supervisor of Special Education
1885 Physical Therapist
1890 Public School Nurse

*Vocational Industrial Education

O

2000 Vneational Industrial Education,
.2001 Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
2003 Appliance, Repair ,

2005 Automotive Bodyand Fender
2007 AutomotiVe fiechanics

200 s!- raker
2011 Barbering
2013 Bpilding M4ntenance
2015. AIGIIM4 M4chioc Maintenance
2017 ChrpentryV
2019

'2024 Cook,'Ghf
2023 Cosmetologist
2025 Diesel Mechanic

2027 Drafting
.2029 Dressmaking 0
2030 EleCtronics
2031 Elactrfical Conatraction and Maintenance

2033 Electrical, General
2033 E1F_Ectrical, Industriai

2037 Fabriit Maintenance SerVicas

2039 Foundry -

2041 Instruments Maintenance-and Repair
2043 Machine Shop
0'!5 Masonry;

2047 Millwork and Cabinet. Making
2049 Painting and Decorating
051 Patternmaking
2053 Plaatics'

2055 Plumbing.

2057' Priming
2059 Quantity,Fooas
2061 Radio and Televisi
2063 Sheet Metal

e

2065 Shbe Manufacturing and itopair
2667 f.;mall Engine Repair

2069 Tailoring
2071 r..xtile Production and Fabrication
2073. Tool andDie Technology
2075 bpholatering
2077 Waiter, Waitress 0

2079 Welding
2101 Chemical Technology
2103 Civil.Xechndlogy
2105 Drafting-Design.Tedinology (Architectural)
2106 TIrafting-Design Tochnolegy (Mechanical)



Pb

2107
2109

17-auccri(ial Techn

NlcfiAnica' cilnoloo °

2111 %lectro.ics Tachmjogy
20113 *1.1ironrontat Cont:rol Trchnolkogy

2115 , Instr.tm:Itation'Tchno/T,,y,

2117 .:cch.1-eicol, roduciicn Tocbnology

2119 Metallurtlical Teeinclogy

2121 DaLa V,ouosairig

' 2?01, Dental At,A.atnri.
2203 pqrva;. Lhbocctory.Technicion

C

2201 015pihll robd Ser:irdti Sqpervi$or

22CY tkdie,..;1 sosistant

2209 Lahwatony,tiant
221,1 VNiZ.:z1 -en7

n15 (.;q1I

2217

4v 0t of 471-4.7,1

()apel
!

11; Tee lin 1 ciar,
101;1 z

2300 Director. of Vocatioral:Education
2310 Coordinator. of_Vocational Education
2320 Supervisor of Distributive Oucation
2330 .Teacher-Coordinator of1Distributive Education-
2340 Supervisor of Trade and Industrial Education
2350 Coordinator Tundc, and Industrial Education ,

0

2700 Educational. Program Speeialist.

Elementary Education

2810 Elementary Education
2821 Nursery School' Child Care,
2830 4uri.ery-landergarten-Primery.
2840 Early Childhood Education

Englit,h

7.32iD

3220
3230
3240,
3250
3260

:Com)rehenSive Etu1
Drama
English
JOuTalism
Spech.-
Cortyrehensive English, Reading

Eztension

3610 Adu t Education,
3620 Receation Education

ForeignLangiii gee, Ancient

4010 ,Gref,k

4020- Hebrew
4030 Latin
4049 Sanskrit

.37



Foreign Languages, MOdern
.

4403 Comprehensive Languami,
4405 Chinese
4410 French
4411 EIOMentary French. Endoceement
4420 German
4421 Elementary german-Eadoraement
4430 Italian

. 4440 '.1aianese,

'.4430 ,Lithuanian
4460 Polish ..

4470 Portugueier
4460 Russian-

' 4490 Spanish:
'4491 Elementary Spanish Endorsew.At

-Mealth,arid PhYsical Education

. 405 Health'andiphysiallIdutatilmii
44110 RealthEduCation e . .

4815 alOalth and!PhyslcalEducationApperyisor

*way Seeti.Education

4

goo

5200 Driver Education
5400 Ecivcation for Safe Living

5605 Home Economi
5615 died* Economics Supervisor

Industrial Arts'

6000 _Ceps:teal induit.iallrts
o0t0 Dralcing (Unit)

6011 Drawing (General)

60L.5 ,art Cats (Unit.)

. 60E6 Art Crafts (General)
6020 Electricity (Unit)
6021 Electricity (General)
6025 AutomotiveS (Untt)
6026 Aetomotives (General)

,-, 6030 GrapIlic Arr (Unit).

6031 Graphic Arv, (General)
6035 Ceramics Mit)
6026 Ceramics (General)
6040 et,.s1 (qpit)

6041 Notll (General)
6043 P1'stics (Unit)
6g46 Plastics (General)
6050 Wood (Unit)
6051: Wood (Genera)
6053"Teutiles (Unit)
6036 -Textiles (General)
6060 Printing (Unit)
6061 Printing (General)

38
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Librar Sci4nc

6410 E .men?;ary School tOrar an.
6420 Compreninsive School Librarian

,

6840 Hathesa e

Music .

.7205 Hu4iC Wucakion
7215. Kwile Supt:!rvis(4r

selling

7600 Reading Teacher
7650 Reding Specialist

8000 Recreation Coordinator

Science

8405 Biology
84104 ;;inlig;y1 Science
8429 Chemistry
R430 Oliprehensiye Science
84 :t . Earth and-Spactt.. Science

8450 General Science
8455 Goolo3y
k1460 Eillycal Science

8470 Phyaici
8475 physics ,Ind Mathematics.

8480 Science

Soelai
If

&605 Annlovology
8a20 Comptehensive Sacinl SL es

8830 Zconumies
8840 Ceogrlphy
h842 Government
6845 Hilv)ry
8830 History and Clvernenc
C860 Psycology
t865 Soci:il Science

8875 Socij! Studtes
8880 Soci0ogy

Sperm 34catiln

5

0

4Z30
4249
4250
42A0 Scc;
9:71 Spe,01 Corr
4280 Speech and Hearin
0290 yisuallyHaixiicapvti



Appendix E

Gene "al Contents of bur b Block G ou

C

Aggregata $ Income
2 Aggregate $ Income by Family Status and Size of Fait

3 Urban/Rural Population

4 Rano
5 Nativity, and Parentage (13Z)

6 Nether Tongue(131)
7 Country of Origin of Foreign Stock

-8 Aga, Race and Sax
9 Relationship and Rae*

10 Family Type, Number of Own Children under i8 and Race

11 Population 14 years old and over by Marital Statuvand Sex

12 Population 3-34 years Old Enrolled in School by Tiffs of School (15X)

13 Population 16-21 Years old by Enrollment and Work Status, Race and Sex

14 Population 25 Yur old and over By years of school complated sad age

15 Population 5 years old andsover by residence in 1965 and, Race (15%)

16 Woman 35-44 year* old every married and children 4;mar born

17 Labor Force by Race and Sax

le Employed Population 16 years old at over by occupation

19 Employed population 16 years old and nivtr by -Industry

20 Incomo
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This paper develops

ing samplesfrom the Equality

nd est "ea model of the educatt onsl orocesa,

of educe tone Opportunity Survey (EEO

number of social scientists including Colemati(4), Marhishek (7) Levin DO),

Mayeske 111 and some authors in Eqilortunit (12),

have studied the educational process but few have develotied and tested an

priori model, Most authors have relied on a stogie equation, educational

production function crhich fa an unrealistic formulation. ,A pupil achieve-
.

lmet, motivation, expectations self- concept and his or Tier perceived parents"

and teachers expec no are ietermined jointly, not independently. For

this reason, this research models the educational process by a set-of

Amultaneous equations.

Utilizing a sample of over sixteen thousand twelfth grade pupils

The si

goidell

rat to, school

e 4E0S combined with information on their teachers and principals,

least squares are used to est faate the rameters of a. linear model.'

old signifitince of the regression coeffitt to providi important

for the manipulation of policy variables such as the teacher-Noli;1

ilitteo and racial composition. Additionally, the results

may be soMewhist surprising and perhaps depressing.

red versif. ara of a paper lithe author* presented at the 1973

meeting of the Pubiliit Choice Society. Thanks aredue to some of the attendees

of that aaeettn g for helpful 'comments. Thanks are also due to ProfessomTimOhy

MtGuire, Joseph Eadene,:and Ethan Fenton, all of Carnegie-Mellon University, and

Anthony Cresseoll of Northwestetn UniVersity, for helpful comments andcritiCiima.

Finally, appreciation is due to the Ford Foundation and thell.E. Officet4

C4104tion for *cants which helped sake 00 work possible. Only the authors erig

responsible for errors and Opinione., 42.
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lhalubfication of the Equality of Educe octal Opportunity Report [4),

EEO (also known as "the Coleman Report") generated. a vealth of data and

Ximelated attempts to Medal the educational process. Usually the model:

consisted of a single educatitriv.l production: function in Which pupil achieve-

mint depended

as Input.

On a number of pupil teacher and school variables

With a single exception Levin (10). no tested implicit or

icit model of the educational process considers the output variables

as jointly determined. The Equality of Edusetior22tundy.1

(EEOR) 141 ,stated that of all the variables in the survey,. a child's sense

of control of his environment showed one of the strongest relations to

achievement. But Mosteller and Mb nilisn 112] point out that such feelings

of control could be essentially a feedback from reality., Bright students

who got good marks #tit feel veil about themseNes. Thus, Hosteller and

Moynihan believe that individual achievement an efficacy are jointly

determined, endogenous variables. However indIvidual motivation and

expectations, and parents' and teachersoexpectations could also be jointly

determined with. individual achiievement and efft acy.

should receive coderable credit for firstVirile Levin

pub' the notion of modell in eke educational process by a set I-

,

simultaneous equations he appears to utilize only sixth grade wilt

1/ There have also been some interest i comments bna h

n the use of the findings for education 1 polio.,

and Cohin and Watts [3i as well as the 'dies repot :td in 4of.te

(12)4 including the paper of Coleman himself, Hanushek's study

carefully done but is not yet well enoligh known.

dv OXOR) and
d Levin c:23

er and Moynihan
7; is mist



from the northeast for a sample,and even seems to have estimated his model

incorrectly. Levin's.diagramatic model. includes ieteraction between a student's

Verbal achievement!, his efficacy' and motivation, with parents' attitude as

exogenous. However, in the first stage regressions,. Levin treats patents'

attitude as endogenous. Furthermore, Levin excludes pupil's ,and teachers'
#

1

expectations as well as additionally important exogenous variables. In short

his model copstitutes an incomplete but very valuable step in the right direction.

social

Since the Office. o£ Education first published the EEOR, a number of

tentists have reanalyzed portions of the cdiginal data.1' A skies

of pafiere editec by MoPteller and Moynihan f121 contain the most recent research

in, which Levin'', work is completely overlooked, except perhaps by Marshall Smith

who refers to lovin without giving this reference in his bibliography.
2/

Ihese

reanalyses more or less duplicate the methodology of the EEOR, and concenerate

Zn whites in rife urban north (ooinly New England) to the exclusion of other regioni

of the country. Other , in the same book, present but do not test simple

recursive or simoltaneoos models. Armor, fo anple, presents a simple recursive

model but estimao,-es onio one equation of 'the model. Dyer presents two interesting

simultaneous modols but does,00t verify them empirically.'

These resnaiyses in:lude Fotip± les and Levin r21, Ilanushek (73, Levin

Mayeske Z111, aid the kvort of the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights [13]

2/ Smith is th, author of Chapter 6, "Equality of Educational Opportunity

The Basic Findifos Reccosidered," in Hosteller and Moynihan [12j.

3? Armor is Lb( author of Chapter 5, "!.;ohool and Family Effects on Blaok and

White Achievement A Reexamination of :he USOE Data," in Hosteller and Moynihan [12].

Armor also liscusses tho evidence from the Coleman Reuel [4] in J1.6 analysis of

Bossing

I See chapter 9, "Some Thoughts About Forther Studies," in Mostelier and kioynihen

and Chapter 12, "The Measurement. e'' Educational Opportunity," also in

Mosteller and Moynihan

*4



In accordance with Levin and the suggestions of the_above atthors,

this research treats a pupil's achievement, efficacy and motivation as

determined simultaneously. Additionally, this worIregards a pupil's

expectations and his perception of hisTarents' and teacher!' expectations

'and - attitudes as endogenous. If the construction and estimation of a
s't

simultaneous equations model of the educational process succeed thenthe

estiletedregression coefficients of a.single educational.production function

may be biased and inconsistertt.11

3. A Model of the Educational ProCess:

The discussion centers around the two sets of variables, the

endogenous and the exogenous, and concentrates up e former A full

discussion-of the exogenous part of the model appear n-the sections

reporting the results.

Clearly, Mosteller and Moynihan believe that a pupil's achievement

and efficacy may be jointly determined. High achievement results in high

self-coricept and a high self-concept leads to higher achievement. Similarly,
I.

a student\who expects to succeed may perform better than one who does not

expect tc succeed. Obviously the converse rel3tionship also holds, that is,

expectations depend on past performance. In some ways'self-concept;

1/ Among many other places, the basic theorems concerning bias and inconsis-
tency for single equation least squares estimates of simultaneous equation
phenomena are presented in Dhrymes

*5
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control-of the environment and expectations seem highly interelatede What

e person presently feels about his future success Faust correlate highly with

whet -`a person feeleabout himself at cthe-presint time, but the two sets of
.

attitudes may be jointly determined .*-4 other variables and they may notl.ift

factl directly influence each other.

The Pr,;.4stant work, ethic if part of our culture and states that

the harder a person works, the better he will do. So motivation should affect

Achievement. In turn, goad performance may give pleasure to students which

may lead to greater effort. On the other hand, some of the poorer students

may work harder in an attempt to catch up.
r

The harder a person works, the better he expects to perform. 'Thus,

motivation should affect expectations. Now for the,opposite causal link:

students who expect to do well may or may not work harder as a result of these

high expectations. A pupil with low expectation may say to himself something

like, "I doubt if I'll ever be any good so why bother to work" or alternatively,

"I doubt if I'll ever be any good but the only way to succeed is to work."

In short, there is no obvious caws' link from expectations to motivation

in so far as willingness to work measures motivation.

The relationship between motivation and efficacy is not so clear cut,'

a priori, A pupil With a belief, in his sown ability to control the environment

may see the value of working in order to.achieve and yet that pupil may. not be

willing to work hard. A tenuous a priori link goes from efficacy to motivation.

The opposite relationship, from motivation to efficacy, should depend on an

intervening variable, achievement. Pupils who work hard and do well should

have a higher efficacy while pupils Oho work hard but perform badly should

have a low ifflcacY. Li' :tle work and good parformAnce should lead to high e icicy
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while:little work and poor performance probably cannot raise a pupil's self

concept and may confirm or reinforce,an:already unhappy feeling about himself.

Whatever the level of motivation, high achievement increases self concept while*

a.,poor perfordance decreases' it. Motivation should have no direct effect on

efficacy. Denoting achievement by ACH, motivation by MOT, efficacy by EFF,

expectations by EICP, strong a priori causality by solid lines, and weak a priori

causality by dotted lines with arrows indicating directions,. the following

diagram summarises the above discusnion:

EV!

mar ACHcH

Figure. 1.

This model includei two other endogenous Variables: perceived parents!

'and teachers' expectations. Sociologists and Psychologists have long assumed that

a child's aititudei depend upon his pa'rentayattitudea. Perceived parental- atti,

tudes are relevant, not the actual parental attitudes (although perceptioni

probably. depend highly on actual attitudes). Pupils expectations may depend on

both teachers' and parents' expectations. Children probably believe their parents

more than their teachers and the relationship from teachers' expectations to pupil's

expectations may be beak since one teacher must relate to many pupils. From a

desire to live up to the expectations,held by respected older.people, children"

probably respond to high perceived"parental and teacher expectations with greater



.*

effort and 'worldly higher motivation. Similarly, low perceived parental

and teachers expectations may not provide the student with a challenge.and

probably lead to low motivation. A pupil may aleo.base the feelings about

himself on what he perceives his parents:and teachers:think about him and

his expectetions. However, no e priori, reason exists why pupil achievement

should depend directly on perceived teachers' and parents' expectations.

These effects upon achievement should operate through intervening variables.

Denoting perceived teachers' expectations by IMP and perceived parent'

expectations by PAUP $ the following.diagram summarizes the discussion tn\date:

Figure 2.

Perceived teachersitand parents' expectations should depend upon

actual teachers' and parents' expectations which are unobserved variables.

Actual parents' and teachers' expectations may depend on the pupil's own

expeCtations and, presumLbly, his motivation, achievement and efficacy.

Finally, some parents may base their expectations and attitudes about their

child on feedback from teachers, while teachers probably have no alternative'

but to form their own independent opinions -494 a chilcL.



Dsnoting.teach5ri and parents' actual expectations by TAP and PAW,

reepentively,

'rue 4

the following diagram summarises the above.

PAWS 4

Figure 3

Figures 2 and 3 neatly summarize the postulated e priori relationship

between the endogenous variables. A-,list 'of all the variables (endogenous end

exogenous) appears in Appendix 1R along with an explanation of hOw they are

measured and constructed. ,Lack of spece,necessitates excluding .a section

discussing the. expected relationship betweenthe exogenous and endogenous

'variables. The discussion of'the findings in section 6pays more attention

to the exogenous variables.

:Jo
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The Data and Estimation Procedure:
rit

Due to its comprehensiveness, testing the model described above

requires a very large body of collective data. While time series data would

be best, no data exist whi h contain more than * small proportion of the

required information. The c t of collecting new time series data prohibits

such action.' The extensive da gathered for he SEM become the only choice.

Jencks, in MOW [12], Bowles and evin [2], Cain and Watts [3] have ,discussed

and criticized the EROS data. Jenc s finds the data are considerably more

reliable for the ninth and twelfth er es than for earlier grades. This

research uses twelfth grade student data.

Unfortunately, proportionately more minority students-than White

Students have dropped out by the twelfth grade. Inorder to ensure it sufficient

sample of minority students, this research sampled-all of the minority itudents

on the tapes except Slacks whose sample size was limited tO 5,000. The,, authors .

careful4 refined all of the data and discarded students who failed to respond

A

toTths achievement questionnaires or to carefully *elected background and

information questions. The authors receded non-response* whenever necessary.

The sample used' in this research consists of 16456 twelfth grade pupils

from I-regions of the United States and of *11 ethnic backgrounds combined with

information on the students' teachers and principals. Two stage least

squares estimates the model aoi the table in 'Appendix It contains
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Since teachers nd parenes'actual e unobeetved.

uthor, coz*iaed some equations of the original aode1.- two of the *quintals
t

ft;14 figuke 31,,-

Titi2P f
4.1

(TED0plus exogenoUs variables) 4.1

f (Jai MOT HIP
4.2

EFT, plus exogenous variable )4 2

Assuming linearity and sub tituting:equation 4.2 into equation-44:1 give,

TaPP f
4.3

(ACH MOT mr, IFF plus exogenous ariables) 4.3
2*

which corresponds to the a priori for of the last estimated equation. The

equation for perceived parents' expectations-is.derived in a siailar feshion.

5. !findings for the Endogenous variables:---,-------

The estimated mitdel does not correspond exactly to the tirlesi model,

The folloing diagram reprsents the estimated tetstionships between the endngenOus
, .

vertables where thelevel of iigntficanc,.for seal endogenous variable exceeds 0.05.

PA

Elk

p

1120!!1.

1/ The tables contain fir and second stage regression coefficients four each

.variable end the t statistics, in parentheses. The structural%form equations

Include only 44:debits whose t.- statistics exceed 1.645 in absolute value which

corresionds to level of significance of 6.05 for a one tailed test. In the

tables, ML1t2 s)nds.for the 0 calculated from the structure form coefficients and

using the actual numerical values for an endogenous, variable while ALT2 stands for

the R2 using the values of the endogenous variables predicted from the rot stage.

2/ When estimating this equation, the authors find. insignificant coefficients for

ACR and MOT.

0



Individual motivation, expectations, efficacy, and perceived parents' end

teachers' expectatiOns influence pupil achievement; but all the variables

do not influence achievement directly. Only individual expeditions and efficacy

have a direct effect.11

The signifiCant effect of individual efficacy suggests that increased

learning takes place when students have confidence in their own Ability and

feel that theusnvironment" is not against them. One particularly interesting

t.

chain relationship is the influence of perceived teat sr ' expectations on indi-

vidual efficacy which, in. turn, affacts,achievement. Thir chain suggeits thet

teachers can hay.e an effect upon achievement by teaching student! to have

confidence in thanseives.and their ability to succeed. This perceiXon

f course, might have something less than a perfect correlation with the

where Actual expectations for the student.

Pupil's expectations is the only other variable directly affecting

achievement after excluding inflJentes that are insignificant at the 0.05

level. Many the effects of the endogenous variables upon achievement

operate indirect.y through their effects upon student's expectations. Moti

vdtion end parents' expectations do not have a significant 4:rect effect upon

achievement, but they exert indirect influences by their positive effects upon

Itudents' expectations. Strong motivation leads students to expect to do well

and this increasA expectation leads to improved.performance.

A pupil s perception .of his parents' txpectations of achievement

both ifft.cte end is affected by his own expectapions. 1101 .tudent expecti

sucess then he it more likely to perceive that his parents expect

him to perform wAl, and this perception in turn leads to an increased

11 Levin's two stage le4st squares results '00] with verbal score as the dependent variable

show significant coefficient am efficacy, but he does, not include a variable for student

expectation's. 01.course our results support the Ma's conclusion that student attitudes

art extremely ilsportant.

2/ Levin also obtains Or sispificenr structural form coefficients for motivation and

parents' attitude.
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individwl expectation of his ability to achieve, ThiJ increased individual

expectation leads to improved performance. Parents' expectations

has this direct effect upon a student's own expectation', and also

indirect effect via motivation. In other words, if a student perceives

high4Liintal expectations, then these expectations activate his to fulfill

thesegspirations.

Contrary to what might have been thought A priori, a student' s

perception of his' parents' aspirations for his achievement is not directly

affirted by his academic performance. rnstead, tics perception is related

to his individual dxpectations, motivation, and hir perceptiot of his

cheers' expectations of his performance.-
1/

.

Similarly, a student's perception of his teachers' expectations

does not clepen directly.upon his own scadeetc performance, Instead.

this perception depends on his own expectations concerning hts ability

to_Achieve and his on self confidence, His own expectations .ere

directly influenced by his perception of his teachers' ex-pe4t.c7tori4

The teeolers' expectations have only indirect influetces by effecting

efficacy, motivation and the student's perception of his parents'

expectations. Both parents' expectations end ht$ own motivatin

affect his own expectations which in turn influence achievement.

This interrelated chain of influences suggeets that teachers have V!

important indirect effect upon their ettients` acadeetc pertcma7.:.7

Among the endogenous variable', the tedOterg' influence 4;,pear%

largely that of shaping attitudes. tnstilli confidence tf,.

-,ottestil$ them, and affecting their belie! about %mettle!' :r.ete :.)

.

1/ 1.,!vin 10) 'estimates A =del which does not allow for at feedback from tnese variables

to parenv attitudes. Marshall Safi. h in 0000 12 heifers that borente attitudes depend -

directly on their cbildrens srbievedant, but he does not cast this hypothesis and our

research fails-to support it.. #
.

. .

..0
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reword for Nevi work andlett her effort., rather than :u411,0 eight be the

soot istportott:tmsrOdient in determiairt% their destitIY:-

This evidence indite:es that eecn4 the etc: ferCne varieh:ts

*Otivit$.00 depends primarily 4pcso st4dencs' pertepr. OrPtc:ItItite

which patents end teachers have for theit pr_ri t- pse $:44et:',
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8Isicks1 Puerto Altana, Mexican Americans add l titan Indians are of negative

and highly ierificant in the achievement equation) Whatever taco tulicetep,

it obviously relatetimportamy to educational achievement.

The reric,t al results for the other equation may be oome0

all minority *rules appear to be highly motivated relative to the omitted ronpa

Slicks ate the most motivated of 1. in addition Stacks t,nd to be high In terms

group share with Whites-theof expectettens for future educe on end Albs and.

further.

(mothers' exp tattoos, the estimated to fictente for Blacks are positive and

best image of and belief in them ves eras cf both parents

eignifica

thetr

ve all chest endogenous v iebles working to increase

er'etgh their actual performance as a ,group legs considerably

els. This entire pattern c' results -odtcatesteh S an

thy thie est tented coef ti tent for 8'

target to absolute value ,

to taut such. the cese,, t. ,coresttn gl tte

he aci4evemeut equitton 'should be

te is to the reduced tore.

c tom Orients s have

ae nregstsve a nsi f igtlfi.cunt to.4, ent tor t.e4' expettl s white Whites

e 4 nlgatite And signiftcact a e eett:ii' iet'.,c tol p sren sk exvc onsa

The.usee of dummy war to t lerw for t ous regia the $, .represents

an star t to r se into a count ttte po' y that educatio r al systems And

cones may dt (fer importantly acrossjthe country The most st ificent ftnding

e is the st t a d ;wet'

equation. St,4

tivpage, then students t other rexions,

regions 141 the achieve

for those It

for the southeast and southwest

hese areas tend to score lower, on

other hand, the estimated coefficients'

and sign t ftcant t o both he motivetional sod, the teachers

If
gor c

laws /mot pu

2/ The CUR ;4! Also notes a lila,

path for mobility.

cote who fat! to answer the race or background

of the lusted categories.

e espec( Ily oriented toward the scho l as

)! The bete coeffittent to 0 4tru i form achievement equation for pectetlons equals

5%602 1 n6601.664 0,2,2 0114. lot etilt cy , O. f41 * 3,609/3,0i4 44 0.336. The

odifIerence between the 4truttoral form coeffkcients for blacki and Whites equals 1.989 which

correspondi approximately to 0.$2 standard deviition fr40 the mean. The se' of the bete for

exppetation and efficacy'si3O,ede the equivalent measure of the difference between the mean

achievements for flacks and Whales otter controllin4 for ail of the variables in that equati

SS
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loos equations. Hence, Students in these regions ..tend to be highly

perceive that their teachers expect them to do well. latereoingly,

he plainer statee.haveon average, both the highest-achievement

ad the most self confidence. Of all the regional eariablet/ thee.

northeastloaers the most Lmilarity to e4 category the far west.

Students Who 11- in metropolitan *teas/ SH.SA tend to achieve better

hen al pupils. This tendency for better achteveme reinforced by the

fact abet. these students also perceive -tiler theirparente-expect-more of them.

On the other hand, pupils who restde in rural areal tend to have greater

emildence in their ability.

The strong negative c eat for sex i

achievement equation, tndttate

twelfth grade. One reason. for is result may stem from females adopting,

more submiastve role as they near the completion. of high school., (More

50Z of total. female population Marry before the age of 2L) fowever,.

females tend to have higher motivation and greater self confidence and belief

to their control of their own destiny which dampens the total. effect. of sex

upon achievement, On.. the other hand, ismalespeceive that their parents

have lower expectations of them.

The significant, negative coefcoefficient

netlitt the at

males perform better th

oral form

females at the

trite at uctural"form

nt equation reflects the fact that school systems tend to advance

est student alt a rate faster than ,overage while requiring the poorer

student repeat certain grades.
?'Thus

to produc nay negative coefficient for a e. Additional

students tend to have lower expectations and less self ffdence which.

naturaily ,,!spects the system

older twelfth grade

cur further reduces achievement. ,Age enters positively only in the

for patents

01
eequatt on isih

he s xrh grade,
tly in any of hts

e.

he4 a significantly' higher efficacy titan. males.

only one fat which sex entered significantly..

Levin 001 finds evidence of this result. Age fail to enter'

other equationi.



6.2 Commu.......11.42.1. e abl es

At least since the appesrrance of the El OR i researchers have argued,

that the home has a profound effect upon achievement. This study also

this -view.

As expectad., the more older brothers and casters that a person hasp

et he performs, 4n average. Parents give more attention to the f

for the simple reason that with more children in the family a

wen can devote less time to any one. Any benefit derived from the older

brOth re and staters is frisufficient to overcome .less attention given by the

uppo

paten s. The number of older brothers and st.sters ala o has a negative

Pqa

expee ations. VA the u her hand, this variable relates positively

nce on self concept ief.icsey) rind eri.:eption of his parents'

to pc eetved teachers' expectatin perhaps k because parenili believe the-,

youter, children 4:A0 learn from, the older ones,

-Although maoyetedies are the socioeconomic status . has an

impor not effect on'achievemene, this variable is atot included in ichi vee

meet ysatton on the i-priori, grnend that no adequate reasoetne je stt fies its

inclu ton when one controls by informatioe available to the pupil, ahtith,

ie fa c, correla.teS 0.55 with SESY SES enters stroeg positive in the

pupil' expectarla ns and efficacy eq end thee indirect exerts ;

slant leant influence rn achievement. Ad

their parents hay aspirations fo

pepile perelve thati

come frp economic

i/JO!n included In tie thieve eat. eq ation, SEe enters i R trorag positive

Fool( clent, the coeffi 'int for INFO becomes to stgnif icent ants the eignificance

of pweli's expeCtetions is reduced considerably but stilt retains significant at

`0.05 .evel. While the magnitude and significance of the dummy variable for

Orien als increases, the coefficienes for the other ra.:e variables all fall

eItgh,ly in abeolute value. Little else changes. Levin r101,finds that his

meastees of SES including possessions-in the hoomPand'fathees education have no

aigr&icant reletionship with verbal Score.

51



leickgroendsce On the other hand, SES has a eignificant negative effect on,

as an excellent if not
motivation. r. is with a low SES may see educati

the only way' to improve their status and, for this reason, may work harder

than pupils from a high socioeconomic background. The negative coefficient

in the perceived teachers' expectations equation may be due to teachers

encouraging disadvantaged students.

Of all the exogenous variables in this study, the amount of

information avtilable to the pupil, INFO, relates. most consistently to the

endogenous variables. On average, pupils with more available iniormation

have Who' ac eve ent4, mdre motivation greater self confidence and belief

he ability to control, the environment, and higher expectatlors. These

results may provide justification for free libraries and sub:-4 dies or special

rates Or students buying magazines books and newspapers. Ow

American families firmly believe in4taying together for the sake of

the children. The positive coefficient for TWO?, two parents alive and living

at home, in both the reduced form and the structural form achievement equations
f

suggests that this conjecture has a certain validity. Furthermore, the positive

coefficient ftr this variable in the structural form equation for perceived

parents' expeteations indictes that parents firmly believe it which, in turn,

increases eel) evement by till= influence of parents' expectations on pupil's

exi,etations.

C

variables.

somewhat unre.

Tho..e dents who rarely speak a foreign language in the home

er motivaiJon after contro ling for all of t.ite other

xpectatio a of these students are, on ;.versge, and

illy, les then those of pupils who frequenely speak

foreign Ian wage.

evtra fur obtains a similar result.

tJ v [ 1 faili tt enter similar measures in his achievement equation, ';. finds that

identity sieve to increase:perents'ettitudes wh:le father's ident y does nut enter

*is In any )f his structural forM equations,

.1_
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A priori, one might think that reading before school, RBS should

have no influence an achievement at the twelfth grade since the benefits

should accrue at earlier grades and not-continue until the twelfth grade.

The results support this conjecture. HoWever this variable appears to have

permiihent effects on a pupil's self concept and expectations which, in turn,

improve achievement scores.

Parents' concern, measured bi.parentk talking about school, 12TAS

does, a priori, increase achievement. However, when included in this equation

c the model, the regression-coefficient for this variable contradicts this

hypothesis. Unfortunately, the most plausible explanation is disappointing.

Parents talk about school only when their children perform poorly. As

expected, the pupils perceived parental expectations are higher, on average,

the more frequently parents talk about school. Another measure of parents'

concern, attendance at PTA meetings, PTAAT, seems to be related postively

to higher expectations, but nothing else.

Watching television, NHWTV and NHWTV
2

appears to have no direct

influence ion achievement. However, the sign of these two coefficients in

the motivation and expectation equations suggest that a little time spent,

etching television may be beneficial "while too many hours spent thisway

may hsie negative returns.

Apparently, spending most of one's life in one place-TC1 increases.

a up s motivation,' perhaps by inducing competition among local friends.

H+rever, moving around does seem to increase-a pupil's:expectations. It

has no apparent effect on the other endogenous variables. Chaneing school

frequently, NTCHSCL appears to directly decrease a pupil's expectations,



on average, but iacreases a pupil's perception of his parents' expectations.

\

The positive coefficient for the last time a pupil changed schools ISTCHSCI.

in the aChievmsent motivation and efficacy equitions argues that all these

-components of education are supported by geographical stability. Curiously,

but consistent with the positive sign of NTCHSCI.; this variable has a negative'

'effect upon the pupil's perception of his parents expectations. ,While the

policy implications about the effect of the community on the educational

process are not clear, geographical stability does,appear on the whole -to

increase most of the individual educational outputs and the reduced,:foroe

suggests that all may be increased.

6.4 School Variables: The Peer Group:

At least since the appearance of e'Coleman Report [1), ate peer,

group has been emphasized as an important contributor to individual achiove-

pant. A-priori reasoning suggests,that th average achievement level Hof pupils,

AVACHp.should increase the achievement of an individual pupil. The

positive reduced form and structural form coefficients for .this variable,

in the achievement equation support thit conjecture. A secondary reason

for ncluding pupil's average achievemeht stems front the criticism by

educators and sociologists, that one cannot reasonably consider teacher

effects as exogenous with individual pupil data.?/ The argument is hat

bright pupils attract better teachers and
this'phenomenon might result in observed

but spurious positive coefficients for measures of teacher quality in an achievement

Se f fo example., Christopher Jencks LopW flay pp. 82-83.



equation. These coefficients not be spurious here since we con oi

for aurae: achievement.

For reasons similar to those discussed above, average motivati

expectations and efficacy should enter their respective structural equations

positively and significantly. The estimates confirm this reasoning.

The significant negative coefficients for HLYBIACK,and 117X. in the

structural achievement and efficacy equations indicate that pupil's achieve-

1/
moat andifficecy are higher in schuztvei,th a greater' percentage of

s

Whites. After controlling for the race of the'pupill and the proportion of

Whites in the schoal, the proportion of Whites in the-classroom TWPICLYfis,

also **satiated wriak higher individual pupil achievement,. Consistent with

previous results, pupil's motivation and perceived teachers expectations

seem to be higher _A aainlyA)lack schools,, after cIntrolling for:all the (-

other variables. nconsistent results hold for the,. expectations equations;

expectations seen 441be higher in the mainly White schools, but slightly

lower for the clas zoom with a high proportion of Whites. Interestingly,

perceived parents' expectations seem unaffected by the proportion of Whites

in the school or the classioca. 21

1/7The 4EuR [4] find. that proportion of. White pupile-in-the-school

increases, the pupil's control of the environment increases, but selfconcept

diecreases. This result lvd the authqrs to sUgiiit But school integration has

conflicting reedits on the Attitudes of minority children. Our results suggest

that school integration hem a positive effect though more work needs to be done

on estimating siaultaneous' luatAons models for,the.individual ethnic groups before

making firmer deciSions. Suprisingly, Hanushek [7) conclUdes that the independent

effect of student body compisition on achievement is'small or nonexistent.

2/ l.evin [lo] excludes the ercentage of Whire:studentsiremall of his structural

equations except parents' ,wtitade for which he obtains a significant negative

relationship between thet'llv variables.
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6.5 School Variables: Teachers' Characteristics:

Recent years appear to have witnessed increasing acceptance of the

argument that variables associated with the schools contribute little to

1/
educational outcomes. These results do not support this argument. They

suggest, for example, that teachers make a significant contribution to the

educational process. Teachers' ability, measured by an achievement test,

has a Very strong direct influence on pupil's achievement. Even the number

of teachers per pupil which is often thoushi to be an irrelevant number

appears to significantly increase a pupil's achievement On the other hand,

for scas reason, this ratio appears to reduce parents' expectations.

,Teachers experience measured by the number of years teaching, has a quad-

ratic effect.on both achievement and efficacy. As the number of years of

teaching initially increases, pupil's performance falls off, but later, as

teachers gain experience and perhaps as less able teachers leave the system,

pupil.* achievement increasess)LiftactlY the opposite quadritic effedt

obtsins for students' perception or"the expectations which teachers have

for them. While this last result may be 'surprising, it is consistent with

the effects of the other variables in this equation.

1 / Fii example, see Jencks 181 who is probably the most popular expositor
of this idea.

-141-Lobtalaz.

for teachers' ability but a large mitIvc coefficient for teaching experience.
Contributors to OEOEO [121 including Armor, Jencks and Smith present inconsistent
result1 but their general conclusion is that teacher effects are very small or

nonexistent. In a study of third grade White Californian pupils, Hanushek f6)
ffnds that for children of manual workirs teaqier verbal ability has an important
effect on verbal scortbut teacher experience is Insignificant. However, with *

similar sample of children from nonmanhal.backgrounds, teachers' ability does not
appear to be significant, while teachers' experience assumes importance. In

Education and Race, Hanushek [7] argues that neither his study nor other studies
support the contention that class size inflmi.z,t.. student achievement levels. He

stresses the importance of teacher verbal ability and the proportion of White

teachers. Our study supports this latter view but also indicates that even
Hanushek may have underestimated the significant impact of teachers on the

educational- process.
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The prOpottion of White teachers significantly increases achieve-

ment, motivation, and efficacy which suggests that on the average Whiti

teachers are better at their jobs, whatever the reason. Pamela teachers

appeer to have an important positive effect uptin achtevement and upon

students' perceptions of what their parents expect oCtheml but a negative

effect upon perceived teachers! expectations The proportion of teachets

spending most of their lives in the city or town where they presently live,

Mire direct effect on perceived teachers expectations.

UnfortUnatily, this body of data does not include a variable for

the degree of interaction between the pupils and the teachers iu the class-

room, nor are there measures of teaching materials. HoweVer, this

body of evidence does suggest that teachers' characteristics are, on the

whole, an important component in the edutitional ptocess.

6.5 School Variables:

These results also suggest that variables associated witn the

school are important to the educational process. School facilities, for

example, enter positively and significantly both the reduced form and

structural form achievement equations but negatively in the eqoations for

motivation and teachers' expectations. Problems in the school, PROBLEMS,

an index including problem* of drinking intoxicants, d scourtesy

teachers and damage to school property, has a significant negative coefficient

in the reduced form and structural form equatioqi for both achievement; nd

motivation,

negatively

and enters

who leave

even AGES, an index which measures the age of the school4 is

associated with perceived parents' and 'teachers' expectations

positively in the motivation equation. The number of teachers

he school, NTCHLV, enters a positivelj in the achtevement equation.

'3



Given the immorally high rate of:turnover among teachers, the Sign of this

coefficient anUt reflect the: higher level; of turnover: at those school* which

insist upon exceptional performance fremtheir teachers endlithith have tough

tenure-policiel. 'Perhaps related to the above somewhat surprising result,

the perception on the parr of the teachers of a lack of effective admin-

istrative 1eadershii,(T1ADTM), is positively related to achievement. Since

the mean of that:variable *Opiate ..'ather %ow, one might,speculate that only

the better and -more perceptive teachers recognise such problems.-: Ou the

other he'd this amiable is negatively related to perceived teachers'

expectations.

Schools which have a principal with an advanced degree tend to

have students with higher expectation. for their own performance and

achievement. Perhaps not surprisingly, schools which have a policy of

administering achievement and I.Q. tests to their students also have pupils

whoscoresignificantly higher on the various tests which ere used here td

measure achievement. Students who talk mbre often with guidance counselors

tend tc have higher expectations and a greater sense of their own efficacy.

On the other hand,. they also perceive that their parents expect less of

them than those-who do not make such use of the guidance counselors.

Perhaps, betimes they view frequent visits to the guidance counselor as

sign of poor achievement undecidednees and future difficulty.

Concluding Remarks:

The results reported here should be regarded as no more than a

second step in the development of a suitable model of.the educational process.

Yet this effort does seem, at least to the authors, to be a significant
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advance b the Cali) +Aire the process viewsd as being no

more than a single equation. T!.re are strong a priori reasons to believe

that the system is simultaneous and these reasons appear to be empirically

juecified by both the results reported here and all the preliminary analyses

which are not reported.

The simultaneous approach produces estimates which both tend ,to

support f011e of the findingi of previous stodies sod tend to be somewhat

different from other results. It mii be worthwhile to review briefly some

cv,' the high points before indicating what may be an appropriate third step

In deVeloping ,odels'of the educational process.

First, at Yeast since the Ma, 141 researchers have emphas ed

the importance of parents and variables associatedwith the home,

above work certainty in general agreement with the notion that the home

is important. However, while other studies, especlilly the Me, viewed

the home is something given, the above results indicate that even home

variables may be somewhermeniiiisble. Most importantly, parents' expec-

tations which Wale an important influerce upon pupil's enpectations do
0

in fact depend to a certain extent on manipulable school characteristic*.

The existence of information in the home as evidenced by books, megazints,

encyclopedia and newspapers is importantly related to achievement, moti.

vation, expectations, and efficacy. Furthermore, reading before school,

even for twelfth grade pupils, is related to both expectations and effirecy.

Hence, there are actionsveilabIe to change home factors, at least at the

level of giving advice to parents.

1105



Peer group influences have also been emphasised in the literature.

The results reported here do not deny the isportance of peer groups and the

measures of average achievement, motivation, expectation and efficacy enter

importantly into the structural exidafions. Yet, one sight legitimately

wonder whether these school.lide averages are adequate indices for the

measurement of peer group influences and question. whether the empirical

rsaulteshould be accorded such an interpretation rather than comely being

instruments to help control for bias and spurious relotioashipeas vas argued

Above.

y, Armor restarted an s.!edenic discussion on the integration

isektes. In this paper, interest"cencers upon measure. of the reci,.1 comp*

ition of the schools in an effort to determine how these relate to the

endogenous variables. Perhaps unfortunately, no single clear policy,

such as integrate, segregate, or bap, emerges. Instead, the effects which

appear to .be both strong sod important, indicate that the picture is much,

e complex thi.n eight be expected frog popular discussion or even soie

of the previous studies.

There appears to be a growing belief that inputs into the

educational prate.* are almbst unrelated to outputs. This study ,does not

support such a view. Teachers, for example, even with the crude measure*

available here, appear to be very important. The mmch discussed pupil.

teacher ratio, believed by parents gko be important but often viewed 40

irrelevant- by researchers and administrators, is strongly and postctwoly

related to Achievement. Sietlarly, the intelligence of the teachers, as

IA"

4
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it is Measured by their own score on a verbal aptitude teat, is important

for achievement. Similarly, even variables associated with the school,

such as fecilitios, appear to be important in the educatimal process

Finally, there should be a brief discussion of the direction in

which further research eight go. There is no doubt but that this bddy

of data is very rich. It should b studied for some time to come. Our

owe directions, at least for the near future. are (1) to disaggregstr tht

twelfth grads data io an effort to determine whether we should be dilizusaing,

inns educstional process such SO the one given belve, it a number of t4=iCA

tional processes depending upon the region of the zot;TItty and' the race of

the pupils, (2) to *Intimate the model wIth data from the ninth 4r4de Hitch

includes pupils who oily drop out before the t Ifth grade, and (3' t:

consfder addltioaal outputs of the education-a preCe 014.0 SO tr'le- n. Or

of graduate* per Anu* or the happiness of c-0 pupil',

1/ TI-lififinding u'.,port4 mayea#e -.verwheIsinA tarre#4tori

are indeed imports!lc,

idt

4
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APPENDIX X D STRUCTURAL FORM ESTIMATES THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS MODEL
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emicATicw rum AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERsPECT/VE:AN EMPIRICAL

INVESTIGATION OF STRUCTURAL DIFFERENCES AMONG BLACKS MD WHITES

1. Introduction:

This paper introduces anthropologists to arttreeltattcous equations models

and to a powerful technique for estimating such models. Characteristically a

sLmulteneous equations model consists of more Clan one equation andiallows for
a

interaction and joint determinancies between some of the variables. Basically

these models apply to situations in which one variable depends on another

violable which in turn depends on the first variable. These formulations

model feedbacks,

Originally etattsttctams developed simultaneous equations estimation

techniques for estimatinA economic model:* and Or prediction in

1)
economics b t, more reccntly, sociologists, po itical scientists, educators

and other quantitative social ocientiste have applied the technique to research

in their own areas. The authors believe that atIhropologiots can model much

of their research with is equations. By

matine,these models anthropologist will have. f,4 greater insight than VCY

rauld gala hY Sly otner research tecuulque,

To demon,trate the use of simultaneous equations model*

sciences, we 41sw upon our research in the area at education, sioce toe

p-ub I I C4t tOo at t* equal of Etitta,t tonal tippoF: lot kepott. flOt ( 1,

called the colt an report, many ipothota have modeled the edurattonsa pro..ess.

The EgoR acted s a lgershed for

interest tix4 t s. a fit 5.
oature Ot -r ,-:w

of the report, Sec of this paper concernt, the laveiodol -y and results

h in ed,ication. Much of ttW
a

nt



of the re Although the EED survey data has been subjected to col ntleire

4alyeee including those by the Civil Rights, Commioeton and the work,

Oa Equality of tduiational Opporttlity. OLOLO ;, roost ci the research affirms

the original conclusion*, The prisary reason for jailer results *tee

from the Methodology used in the reanalyses which Nora or loss duplicated the

tecntque used in the CA04. Most of thsfteanalyees model the educational process

by a single equation oducational(production function. Ooly Levin [ I allow*

for feedback effects and he utilises a United subsampl in Addition to

Nuking orthodolosical errors.

Section III of this paper argues that the ilingle,equation olodelo are

inappropriate forml4tions of the oducstiopal pro(vos. We *glue that

eloultentous equations should model the process. i t the Conetructtech end

eittmlnich of elicieulteneous equations model succeeds, then the results of

tte4Cing the model by 4 eingle equation any be biased and inconsistent.

Consisted,: Wortent property of

sample site Ihrreefee, the coefficient. t

no that ell the

ter40 to the titIV parameter

o. Joint; the EE0S date, the estimatito Tor the 41;aultAtICOue eqqatt000 model

Slacks end White' Are preiwilted 'Sectton lv. Ftnoil we *how

that theiie reit Zte differ Arms tho obtained prevtouyly,.
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rv, the goodness of

Independent va r.labies.explatn : the variance to the dependent variable.

Suppose thi r a regressfortmude: has k mplanaiory variables and one

wants to .determine the Contribution of the kth v --table to the goodness of eit.

The`Thee res rcher performs rwo regressions, The first consists of regressing the

depend. r variable on the first .k - I explanatory veriables. The second consiets

of regr sing the dependent varieble on silk explanatory variables. The

difle in the R (which must be higher for the second regression) is the

contri

vari

The higher : 1 the more

of the 3:th variable to the explatte:d variance of the dependent

tehnique, authors of the EEOR iind that attar including

kground characteristics in the nikurel variables measuring school

rteristice do not., gresitly increase t4e R Putting this another way,

one. may say-that differences between schor=1A account lot only a small-fraction

of the difference in pupil achievement whereas dilferi!nces betweenfamifies tend

o account for dt ferencee in achievement, of 6,1 tie school variables the

characteristics of a pupil's peer group alt alt, to Ihe K2.

After adding these variables to the mgres'Arin -or characteristics add more

to the R than any other school attriboteo, Cop covecntally, Coleman (.

says, r resources, which school sr;tem spend much money, appear unimpor

tent," These results combined. with the. firdtn; that school facilities differ

little in quantity 'school to schoo sugget,t that the school can do little

to overcome the differences between pupils risii ated w!th race and home background,



W! A Stm. Process

Numerous authors have cr d the methodology of the EEOR. The most

fuodamentel of these criticisms concerned the use of addition as a mi sursof th

importance of a variable. As Cain and Watts [ 1 esid,"When we hav such

mcdel in the form of a revlssion equation, the regression coefficieut is oer

most useful atatisttc measuring the important of a variable for the purpose of ,

-policy action." The authors of the EEOR did not report the regression coofficisnte.

Not surprisingly, numerous authors have reanalyzed the data using ordinary least

squares which estimates reg east n coefficientt".; In 0E0E0, Marshall Smith

rformed one of Ow most careful regression emlyses. He concluded, however,

general, the results of the reexa inartol affirm and strengthen the

overall conclusions of the EE0j report," Virtually 411 of the man lyeleit

reported similar findingss.

Few r-Jearchern Iritic y que stlon ',"oe modelieng the

ear at)les ire the survey, the R. finds th,or a pupil's 'bel.tef is fi to control

the kmvironment and his self-chncIpt shoe the greatest relation to avnievement,

oar research define. efficacy (EFV) as a linear combination of self-t-oncrpt and

r:ontrol of the environment." Thus, M4

ACH

But. ler and Moynihan point ont.

roi be esscnt to lly a feedback 7eactt as

g od mArke might 1 good about themae -

bock to efficacr
ACti,

la,

tich fe

.tudento who

feed.
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This arguement has obvious intuitive' appeal. TO ignore it means that

the model maybe miaspecified. ii there is a feedback from achievement to

efficacy the single equation educational production function, equation

is assspecified model- in this situation the error term correlates with the

explanatory variable, efficacy. This violates one of the usual assumptions of

the regression Model and application of ordinary least squares may result in

iased and inconsistent estimates of the parameters. 'Econometricians refer

to this situation** simultaneous equations bias. it means that owever large

a sample one tikes, the estimated regression coefficients do not approach thtrue

%ritual, of those parameters. Depending upon the nature of the bias applying single

equation estimation procedures to simu:taneous equations models may over-

4,,ttelate or underestimate the regression
/

-on coefficient of a variable which,

may lead to err pocy inferences and decielons.

ddition to the feedback relationships b ween efficacy and, chievement we

rw,tulate that a pupil's achievement, motivati=m, efficacy, expectations and his perzeiv

teachers' and parents' expectations jointly determine one another. Econometricians

call these variables endogenous because their values are generated within the

.f,yotem.

When specifying a model on, s#rould make use f all available,

relevant info- rmation. We argue al,ove that efficacy and achievement reinforce

one another. We may expect the sane relationship between pupil*

Sae Jobncton I P.

$5

ctations



and achievements.. A student who expects to succeed may perform better than

one who does not expect to succeed. Obviously the converse relationship also

bolds. Among other things, a student bases his expectations on his past

performance.

While we poitulate feedback effects between may of the variables,

we do not require complete simultaneity nor do we expect it. We may suppose

that a pupil expects more the harder he works. Thus, motivation should effect

expectations. Now for the opposite causal link: students who expect to do

well may or may not work harder as a result of these higher expectations.

A pupil with low expectations may say to himself something like, " I doubt

if I'll ever be any good so why bother to Work ", or alternatively, " I doubt,.

if I'll ever be any good, but the only way to succeed is to work." in shorts..

no obvious causal link goes for expectations to motivation

Often one does not have sufficient prior information to completely

specify the model. One may be uncerain about whether there is a causal

effect from one variable to another. but this fact does not act as. a

stumbling block. If we are certain of all the causal relations, there would

be no point in going to the data Nobody can specify & model of the educational

process with complete accuracyy. The important point is to include as much

theoretical background and common sense as pos lite. Without going into

sdy more detail, we specify the following causeF relationships between the

endogenous variables:
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Where, ACH Pupil achievement

MOT m Pupil motivation

EFF m Pupil efficacy

EXP m Pupil expectation

TEXPP Pupil's perception of his teachers' expectations

PAEXPP x Pupil's perception of his parents' expectations

Solid lines indicate student a pittri causalitY1 while the dotted lines

indicate teacher" priori causality. Thia arrows indicate causal directions.

Psychologists may call this model phenomenological because of the importance

attached to self perceptions.

The above figure summarizes the postulated causal relations between the

endogenous variables, locompletely specify the model, one needs to postulate

the effect each exogenous variable on each endogenous variable. An exogenous

variable is generated outside the system. A pupil's number of older brothers

and aistera-is a good examplz-of-an eiO)terioue variable. Nothing that a pupil

does can affect it. It is fixed. We do not specify the relationshipsbetween

each exogenous variable and each endogenous-variable here, due to apace

constraints. A complete lint of the exogenous variables appears in appendix I.
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IV. The Results and Two Stage Least'S uares

IV. I Introduction:

A

Appendix II contains the parameter estimates of the model

outlined in the previous section. Before discussing these results we shall

consider their derivation. An econometric technique called two stage least

squareeestimates the parameters of the model. To. provide an example of

how the method works consider the following two equations model:

ACHi = a
0

a
I
Er: + a

2
SEX

I.+
a3 NTPRPUP e ( i

EAFi A b b ACR b SEX 4, b FL
o 1 i 2 3 i

..IN) eqn. 2

e2.1 ( i A 1,21. ,N) eqn: 3

In the first equation of this model efficacy, sex, and the number of

teachers per pupil directly influence pupil achievement. In the second equation

achievement, sex, and how Often a pupil speaks a foreign language, FL,

directly influence pupil efficacy. One may well think that this model

is u:ireasc, able, but it exemplifies the purpose. Econometricians call

eqn: (2) and'(3) the structural form of the model. The structural form

represents an approximation of how we think achievement and efficacy are

determined in the real world. 6

We may derive another torts of the model in the following way.

Sutstitute eqn. (3) into eqn. (2) and obtain:

1. We postulate that the number of teachers per nupil has not direct influence

on efficacy, and speaking a foreign language has no direct inflitence'on

achievement. Each equation excludes one of the exogenous variables. Thus,

the model is identified itptlori, that is, the structural form parameters

may be estimated from tjie data. Christ [ provides a good elementary

discussion of the identif_cation problem. Fisher [ ] and Koopmans [ j

discuss the problem with skill and rigor at an advanced level.



ACH1 a
o
+ a + b ACH1 + b

2
SEX1 + b

3
FL

i
+

2i
)

3
NTPRPUP + eli ( i at 1,2,...,1,1)

or,

Ali 1110+ 01 SEXi NT2RPUPi + lin FL + Vii

where
10

ao + a b

1 - a1b1
11

alb2 a2-
1 - a 1bl

*

( i 1,2,...N) eqn.4

a
3

alb3 e1 + e1e2i
if a,

v

2 1 - alb, 13 1 alb 1 - a
1
b
1

Substritute eqn. (2) into eqn. (3) and rearrange to obtain:

EFF
i

Al
20

+ 11
21

SEXi+ U
22

NTPRPUP1 + 1123 FL + v 2i

b + b a
whereP .0 lo

20 1 b
1

22
w 1-

b
1
b
3

21

if
23

b2 + b
1
a
2

1 - a
1
b
1

b3

1,2,...,N) eqn. 5

e
2i + bleli

v
1

Equations (4) and .(5) constitute the reduced form of the model given by

equations (2) and (3). Each endogenous variable is a function of all the

exogenous variables in the model.

As, the name suggests two stage least squares has two diatinat steps.

At the firt-c stage it estimates the reduced form parameter's, the %I a,

by ordinary least squares. It regresses achievement on sex, the number of

I 1"....

teachers per pupil and foreign language, and obtains estimates of kt
10

,

/
".., .....

. ^- .
.

.
A "

'4- -

i t

1 1 '

It
12'

and V
13'

which we denote by il
10' 11 12' 3''

IT II and II- 'respectively.

Sct
0
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We call 41e estimated parameters reduced form coefficient estimates.

They measure the total effect of an exogenous variable on an endogenous

1%.-

11variable. The reduced form coefficient estimate measures the direct

effect of sex on achievement plus the-indirect effect which ex exerts on

efficacy which, in turn, affects achievemeit. In most circum tames, policy

makers wish to know the total effect )f an explanatory variable on a dOendent

variable. They want the reduced form coefficients.

By multiplying each observed exogenous variable by its associated

estimated parameter we obtain a predicted value for pupil achievement,

denoted ACH:

A 'Z.
A

WM
i

0
10

li SEX +.0 NTPRPUP + yt FL
11 L 12 i 13 i

Similarly, we may obtain the predicted value.-; of efficacy:

l,2,..,N) eqn. 6

* ,

E
'It FL

FF 11
20

+ 1%
21

SEX
i
+ 0

22
NTPRPUP +

23 i
(i -.1,2,...,N) eqn.7

We nowiestimate the structure; this is the second stage. We regress

achievement on the value of efficacy predicted by eqn. (7), sex, and the

number of teachers per pupit. That is, we regress achievement tlip the

predicted endogenous-variable and only the eitogendus variables which appear

in t ,tructural form equation (eqn.2). .Similarly we regress efficacy

on achievement predicted from eqn.6, sex and foreign language. Thus we

obtain parameter estimates. of. the structural-jorM of the model which are

consistent.

Appendix II contains the estimated parameters of both the reduced

form and the structural form for blacks am' whites. There are six equations,

one for each endogenous varrable. Each cell contairr, the estimated coefficient



and the t tistic in parentOesis. The t-tatistic measures the significance

of the coefficient. A t-statistic of 1.645 means the probability that the

coefficient is Less than or equal to *tertrequals 0.05 (for a one tailed

test). A t-statistic of 1.96 means the probability that the coefficient is

less than or equal to zero equals 0.025.( foe a one tailed teat).

The data come from the EEOS data f r twelfth grade pupils. Our research

combines these data with information on the individual pupil's teachers and

principals. The actual samples consist of 4530 White pupils and 4364 Black

pupils who are randomly selected in proportion to the region of the country

and the.size of the school. The data are carefully refined and missing

values are recoded whenever necessary. While time series data would have

begin best, no data exist which certain anything m 'Usin a small fraction

of the information a the EEOS oestionaire, Ntaneroms authors including

Jencks 1, Bowles and Levin and Caio and Watts f I have analyred

or criticized the data,buc none of their iticisms' necessitate rejecting

the data,. Appendix 1 contains a description of the variables used in our

analysis and ti» mean and standard deviation of each variable.

0
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4.1 Findings for the Endogenous Variables:

While the estimated models for Blacks and Whites do not correspond exactly

to what we thought to be the case on an 12112ri basis, the estimated structures

do conform generally to what ve expected. Figures 2 and 3 summarize the

timated relationships between the endogenous variables for Blacks and Whites

respectively. The authors require that the level of significance for endogenous

variables to exceed the 0.05 level for the r4lationship to be reported. The

striking feature about Figures 2 and 3 is their basic similarity. For both

Blacks and Whites individual motivation, expectations, efficacy, and pc/reign*

parent's and teachers expectations influence pupil achievement; but all the

-variables do not influence achievement directly. Only individual expectations

and efficacy have a direct effect, and this finding holds for bosh groups.

For both Biacis and Whites the significant effect of individual efficicy

suggest? that t- -atied learning takes place when students %eve confidence

in their own ability and feel that the "environment" is not against them.

One particularly'aleresting chain relationship is the influence of percieved

teacher's expectations on tndividuai efficacy which, in turn. affects achievement.

This chain suggests that teachers have an effect upon achievement by

teaching students to have confidencc in themselves and their ability to

succe d.

For hpth illacks'and White& pupil** expectations: i5 the o y.,other varisblet

directly affecting achievement afterrexclodrng influences which-are insignificant

at the 0.05 level. Many of the effects of the end neous variables upon

achievement s perdu,- indirectly throu.th tiwir effects upon student's expectations.
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Figure 2 Summary of the Endogenous Structure for Blacks
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Figure 7 Summary of-the Endogenous Structur:" for Whites
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Motivation lad parents' exptctatiOns do not have a significant direct effect

upon schiev

upon students'

but they exert indirect influences by their positive effects

pectations Strong motivation ;pads students to expect to

do yell and this increased expectation leads to impioved performance.

For both Slicks and Wh tea pupil's perception of his parents'

expectations of his achieveneet both a4fecr.s and is aff4ved by -has Ton

expectations. If a student expects success then he is more likely to

perceive that his parents e.:pect him to perform welt'. awl this perception
.

06

in turn leads to sn increased individual expe tattoo of his ability to

achieve. This increased individual expectetion leads to improved flarformance.

I

S.

J
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Patents expectations has -this idrectNiffect upon a student's own expectations,

OP and also an indirect effect via motivation. In other words, if a student

perceives high parental expectations, then these expectations motivate him

to fulfill these aspirations.

Contrary to what might have been thought a priorioa Slack or White

student's perception of his parents' aspirations for his achievement is not

directly affected by his academic perf.wmance. Instaad, this perception is

,-)

and his motivation. Beth Black and a White student's own expectations are

related to his individual expectations and motivat ion. Oh the other band,

one of the interesting differences berwewn Blacks and Whites is the finding

that perceived parents expectations both affect and are affereed by perceived

teachers* expectations fortilfiites,'While Black students' perceptions of

their parents' expectaticriffor them ate affected by their perception of

,their teachers". iiipectattons,buVher. the relationshivis not mutual.

k Black or !fate student's perception of his teachers! expectatfins

does not depend direct1y upon hil own academic performance. For Whites this

e
perception depends on his own expectations concerning his ability to achieve

and his own self confidence. For Blacks this perception does not lopes!' to

depend upon his own expectations, but it depends instead ulon his efficacy

not directly influenced by his perception of his teachers' expectations.

The.teachers' expectations have only indirect influences by offecOnvefficacy,

motivation and the student's perception of his parents' expectations. For

both Blacks and Whites, parents' expectatio6s and his own motivation affect

his exps,".tations which in turn influencelOchievement. Thieststierrelated

chji of infinences sugeoets that teachers have an torrent indirect effect

-"I
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upon their students. a: idem1c pestoraance. no matter what the itudent's race.

Among the endogenous variables for both races, the teachers' influence

appears to be largely teat of shaping attitudes. instilling confidence in

indents motivatini them.and affecting their belief about whether there

is a reward for hard tintk and whether effort. rather than'luck, sight be the

most important ingredient in determining their destiny;

This evidence indicates that among the endogenous variables for both'

races, motivation depends trimarily upon students' perception of the

expectations which parent!! and teachers have for their academic performance.

While a Black student's own achievement has an important positives fee0ock

to his motivation, there cppears to be no such feedback from achievement for

White students. 'Similarly, a White student's motivation does not appear to

affect his perception of his teachers' oxpectetions for him, but Black

student's motivation does exert a poti4tive Influence upon his teachers'

expectation**. All these results serve to highlight the roles for both races

vhtch teachers and parents play in motiveting st.idents by simply getting them

to perceive that they are expected to achieve,

Finally, one should note that not only is achaevetot:nt directly influenced

by expectations and efficacy. but these vAciables are also affected by

achievement and this finding obtains for both races. Hence student' who
14S

porto' well are likely to have relatively high expectations and are more likely

to have confidence to theit Rhiltty to succeed: These variables. in turn,

contribute to performance. Thtt4 evidence tend to confirm the old idea that

success breeds success, and it icnot dependent upon race for its erracity.
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IV Ill Findings for the Esogenots Visiables

This sub-section considers the influence of the exogenous variables.

Although the achievement equation is eaphafsed, all equations are considered

as. the discItision proceeno to various groups of eaogeocus variable.,

.1,1/ till R*090. RAC* and Individual Demographic Characteristics

At least since the Coleman Report, +teat deal of interest has focused

upon the differene in educational schivvleot between the races: Our results

documentjh. fact that there are substantial differences between Sacks and

Whites. Indeed, the two omens of the schievement indices are Approximately

a standard deviation apart. Not. in the achierament equation for Whites

that there is

s
llexceptionally large and sigrOficant constant term while that

rerm in thelitack's achievement equation wilt not significant-lv different

from zero, Whatever race indicates, it obviously relate. importantly to

educational achievement.

The racial results for the other endogenbus variables may be somewhat

surprising, The "NAAS for Cho two group. which are reported in Appendix t

toil a large part of the story. On the average Slacks have htsher motivstion,

expectations, and perceive that their parents have higher expectations for

them than do Whites While they ate lover in efticacy, both gioup* are about

equal in terms of the expecration4 which they perceive :bat their teachers have

for !he's, Obviously. something it-, the oducatiowl system with* tulturft,:has

resulted in an advantage for fia, ettdents in terms of these variables.

but nevertheless on the averag Slack achievement lags behind that of Whites.

The use of dummy variables for the various regions of t'e United States

represents.an attempt to take into account the possibility that educational

.1!
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lystems aud procbasee May differ importantly across the country. The most

significant findieg is that those regional coefficients which are significantly

different from zero have the same sign for both Blacks and fihites in the

/achievement illation. Note the significant and negative coefficients for the

southeast and southwest regions. Students, both Black and White, in these

areas tend to score lower, on the average, than stuAnts'from other regions.

On the other hand, the estimated coefficients for those regions are positive

and significant in the teachers expectations equations for Whites and negative

and significadt for Blacks. These results are probably in:accordance with our

?erceptions of the educational systems Or ihose regions, but one snould also

4

point out that the Plains, Lakes and Hid-Atlantic atetes also have negativn

and significant coefficients in the teachers' expectations'equation for Blacks,

Black students who live in metropolitan areas, SMSA, tend to achieve

less well than do their rural counterparts. This tendency is reinforced by
.44

the factfact that these students also perceive that their parents expect less

of them. These observations do not obtain for White sNdents.

The strong negative coefficient for sex ire structural form

Achievement equations indicates that males, bath Black and White, perform
4

better than females at the twelfth grade. This tendency is reinforced by the

fact that males perceive that their parents exp,xt more of them.. On the other.

hand, females, both Black and White. tend to have higher motivation and

greater self confidence and bdlief in their control of their own destiny which

dampens the total effect of sex upon achievement.

The 8gnificnt negative coefficient for age in the structural form

achievement equation, for both Blacks 4nd Whites, reflects the fact that

school systems tend to advance the ablest student at a rate faster than average

Cs7
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While requiring the poorer student; to produce a negative coefficient for age.

ThUs, one naturally expects the system to pAduce a negative coefficient for

age. Additionally, older Black twelfth grade students tend to have lower

motivation and expectations which, in tuff, further reduce achieveilent.

IV.III.II Community and Nom' Varir.blea:

At least since the appearance of the BEOR, researchers have argue

that the home has profound effect upon achievement. This study also supports

the view.

As expect pd, the more. older brothers ens sisters that a parson has,

the Worse he perforaw, on average. Parents, both BlaCk and White give more

attention to the first children for the simple reason that with more
I

children in the family, a parent can devote less time to any one. Any benefit-

derived froM the older brothers and sisters is insufficient to overcome

less attentiongiven by the parents.

Many studies ag"ree that socioeconomic status, SES, has an important

effect on achievement and this finding is supported by the positive and

significant coefficients in tilt achievement equation for both Blacks and

Whites. SES enters strongly'and positively in the pupil's and parents'

expectations .equations and thus indirectly eXerts a significant influence

on achievement for both Blacks' and Whites. Oa the other hand, this variable

has a significant negative coefficient for Blacks in the motivation and the

teachers' expectations equatiohs. Black pupils with alow SES me see

education ai an excellent if not the only way to itkprove their status and,

for this reason, may work harder than Bleick pqpils from a high socioeconomic

background.,

4 99
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The amount of infctslation available to the pupil,. INFO, is positive and
.

significant for 4biees in the achievement Und expectations equations while

it 'is only significant for perceived parente' expectations for RIACIal.

American families firmly believe in staying together for the sake of the

children. The positive coefficient for TWOP, two parents alive and ,.living

at home, in both the reduced form and the structural form parents(
4

expectations equations suggests that this conjecture has a certain validity

for both Blacks arid, Whites,`

Black students who rarely speak a foreign language in the home, FL, seem
.

to have a higher potivation after controlling for all of the other variables,

but the expectations of these studenta, both Black and White', are on average

:less than those of pupils who frequently speak a foreign language. On the
. g

other hand Blacks and Whites who. Speak a foreign language tend to be rower

in efficacy.

A priori, one might think that'reading.before school, RBS, should hive

no influence on achievement at the twelfth grade since the benefits should

accrue at earlier gradis and not continue until the twelfth grade. The

results support this conjecture. °However, this variable appears to have

permanent effects for Whites on a pupilii self concept and perceived teachers'

, expectations Which, in turn, improve achievement scores. This observation

does not obtain for Blacks.

Parents concern, measured by parents talking about school, PTAS, does,

a priori, increase achievement. However, when included in this equation

of"the model, the regression coefficient for thiA variable is not significant

9
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In the structural form equdtion fdr either Blacks or Whites. On the other
.

hand, .the pupila'perceived parental expectations are higher on average for

both racei).the-mort, fr4uenily parents talk about school Another measure of/ .

arents' concern, atten dance at PTA meetings, PTAAT, seems-to be related'

"positively to higher expectations for both Blacks and Whited, but negatively

to perceived parents' expectations for Whites.

Apparently) spending most of one's life in one place, TC, increases a

Black pupil's achievement and motivation, perhapd by inducing competition among

local friends. This observation does not obtain or Whites. Changing school

frequently, NTCHSCL1 appears for Whites to directly decrease a pupil's

expectations, on average, but increases a pupil's perception of-his parenXs'

expectations. This observation does not/hold for Blacks. On the other hand,

"NI*
for Blacks the coefficient for the last time a pupil, changed schools is

positive, in the achievement equ ion and negative in both the own and perceived

)1

teachers' expectation equttions. For both Blacks and Whites it is positive

and significant in both the motivatio., and efficacy equations. On the whole,

these results argue for geographical stability for both races.

IV.III.III School Variables: The Peer Group:

At least since the appearance of the Coleman Report, the peer group has

been emphasized as an important contributor to individual achievement.

A priori reasoning suggests that the average achievement level of pupils,

AVACH, should increase the achievement lev.el of an individual pupil. The

positive reduced form and structural form coefficients for this variable

in the achievement equation for both Blacks and Whites supportthis conjecture...,

to
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A secondary reason for including pupil's average achievement stems from the

criticism by.ed&ators and sociologists that one cannot reasonably contliler

teacher effetts as exogenous with individual pupil data. The arguement is'that

bright pupils attract better teachers apd this phenomenon might result in

observed but spurious positive coefficients for measures of teachers quality

in an achievement eqUation. These coefficients Ahould not be spurious

her since we control for average achievement.

For reasons Similar to those discussed above, average motivation,

expectations and efficacy'ehould enter their respective structural equations

positively and significantly. The estimates confirm this reasonipg.

The significant negative coefficient of MIX in the structural achievement

equation for Blacks indicate tha: a Black pupil"s achievement is higher

in schools with over 70 percent phites. This coefficient suggests that

B14cks may benefit from integration. However, it argues that partial

inegration into schools of_lesfr-than 70 percent white may have no benefits .

on achievement. To be successfu,, integration must be complete, that is,

Blacks should attend schools that are over 70 percent White. Only in this

way may Blacks benefit from ,integration. However, the perceived teachers'

expectations forIBlacks seem higher it all Black schools. Probably for this

reason the reduced form coefficients for the variables measuring the percentage

of White students in a ,school in the schievemeno- equation art.: insignificant.

It, is not clear from these results' that integration benefits Black pupils.

Interestingly and in aAreement with'the speculations of the EEOR [ ]

the proportion of Whites or Blacks in a school appearsito havno effect on

the achievement of Whites, though less than 10 percent of the Whites attend

schools in which the proportion of Whites is less chap 70 percent.

101
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The significant negative coefficient for MLYBLCK in the structural form

efficacy equation for Blacks suggests that the self concept of Black is

lower in schools with less than 30 percent Whites. Again, this variable and
A

lk

MIX is insignificant in the structural form efficacy equation for Whites.

After controlling for the proportion of Whites in the school, the proportion

of White in the classroom, PWPICLY, is associated with higher individual

pupil achievement for bothBlacks and Whites. Interestingly the proportion
-

of Whites in the classroom appears to directly. increase White pupil

motivation but decrease Black pupil motivation and efficacy. 'Perceived

parent0 expectations of both Black and White phpils see& unaffected by the
4

proportion of Whites in the school or the classroom.

IV.IIIIVSchool Vdriables: Teachers' Characteristics:

I
Recent years appear to have witnessed increasing-acceptance of the argumedtt

that variables associateCwith tht schools contribute little to educational

outcomes.
1/

These results do.not support this argument.:. They suggest, for
40

example that teachers make a significant contribution to the educational

. process, particularly for Blacks. Teachets' ability, measured by ag

achievement test is significant in both the reduced formcd the structural

form equations.,fox Blacks but not for Whites. However, this vaviable is

Significant and positive for White,in the structural form motivation.and

expectations equations. The number ofteachers per pupil, which is often

thought to he an irrelevant number appers to significantly increase a pupil's

achievement for both Blacks and Whi

this ratio appears tc5 reduce White

experience, measured by the number

tes. On the other_hand, for-some reason,

pupils' parents' expectations. Teachers'

of years teaching, has a quAdratic effect

in both the achievement .and efficacy reduced form equations for Blacks. As

1. For example, see.Jencks who is probably the most popular expositor of this
idea [ ]



the number of years of teaching initially increases Black pupil's

performana falls offIbut.later, as teachers gain experience and perhaps

s.as less able reachirs leave the system/pupil's achievement increases.

There is no such effect for White pul'ile except in the structural 'form

expectation., and perceived parents' expectation equations.

The-proportion of White teachers significantly increases White and

Black, pupil motivation. The reduced form coefficient for this variable in

6.6

the achievement equation is positive and significant for Whites, but not for

Blacks. For some reason, Whites' achievement seems higher in schools with

more male teachers while Black achievement seems higher in schools with

more female teachers. Male teaching also appears to stimulate White pupil's

expectations and efficacy and yet, the perceived teachers' expectations are

ihiiher for Bladks and Whites it schools with more'femalwtescheis. The.

proportion of teachers spending most'of their lives in the city or town

where they presently live, TPTC, has a direct effect' on perceived teachers'

expectatioits for both Blacks and Whites.

Unofrtunatel,.this body of does not include- variable for

4'

the degree of interaciton between the pupils and the teach is in the classroom,

nor are there measures of teaching materials. However, this body of evidence

does suggest that teachers' characteristics are, on the whole, an important'

component in the educational process. Looking only at the reduced form

achievement equationi, teachers seem to be more `important for Blacks than for
.

Whites.

IV. III. V School Variables

These results also suggest that variables associated pith the school
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are important to the educational process. Again", this r fiat seems to only

MOT8 to Blacks than to Whitos. School facilities, for example, enter

positively and significantly both the reduced form and structural form

achievement and motivation equations Zer-Blackr, but not Whites. Problems.
. -

in the school, PROBLEMS, an index including problems of drinking intoxicants,

drugs, diacourtery to teachers and damage to school preper:y, has an

significant negative coeff_cient in the reduced form.suld structural fora

achievement equations forboth Blacks and Whites. Even AGES, an index which

measures the age of the school, is negatively associated with perceived

parents' expectations for both Blacks and Whites. Schools which have a

principal with an advanced degree tend to have Black students with higher

efficacy.

As expected, schools'ihich have a policy of adminirtering achievement

and I.Q. tests to their students also have pupils who score significantly

higher on the various tests which are used here to measure achievement.
\

Students who talk more often with guidance counselors tend to have higher

expectations and a greater*sense of their own efficacy. On the other hand,
.

ttey appear to perceive that their patents expect less of them than those who

do not make so much use of the guidance counselors. Perhaps, because they

view frequent visits to the guidance counselor as a sio of poor achievement,

LOndecidedness and future difficulty. These results appear to h ld for both

Elcks and Whites.
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V. COW lxi4 in} Remarks

Our paper attempts to provide anthropologists with an understanding ot

the applicability of modelling the educational process by simultaneous

'equatious. There an strong a priori reasons for believing that the educationAl

process.is simultaneoua and these reasons.. appal* to be justified by the

results. Our paper also attempts to provide an outline of how to

estimate_such models by two stage least squares. We provide examples of the

application' of the technique by estimating models of the educational precess

A
for Blacks and Whites, and discuss the differences between the two groups,

The simultaneous approach produces estimates which both tend to support

some of the findings of previous studies and tend to be somewhat different

from other results. It may be worthihile to review briefly some of the high

points

First, at lea3t since the MR, researchers have emphasized the importance

of parents and variables associated with the'home. The above work certainly

-is in general agroesientwith :he notion that the home is important. however,

while other studies, especially the BEOR,viewed the home as something given,

the above results indicate that even home variables may be somewhat manipulable.

The existence of information in the home as evidenced'by books, magazine,

inOyCiopedia

expectations,

before school

and efficacy.

Hence, there .

level of &iv"'

nd newspapers is importantly related to achicvement, motivation,

and to a lesser extent, to efficacy. Furthermore, reading

even for twelfth grade pupils, is related to both'expectations

Again, this result holds for both White and Black pupils.

re actions iniailible to change hose factors, at least at the

g advice to parents.

to
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Peer group influences have also been emphasised in the literature. The

results reported hers do not deny the importance of peer groups and the

measures of everage'achievemeut, motivation, expectation and efficacy enter

-/importantly into the structure] equations. Yet, one might legitimetely

wonder whether these echool-mide averages are adequate indices for the

measurement of peer group influences and question whether the fimpirical

results wbould be accorded such an interpretation rather than merely being

instruments to help control for bias and spurious relationships as was

argued above.

Recently, Armor [ ] restartectan academic discussion on the integration

issues. In this paper, interest centers. upon measures of the racial compo-

sition of the 'Chris in an effort to determine how these relate to the

endo;enous variatto es. Perhaps unfortunately, no singlet clear policy, such

as integrate, seg eget., or bus, emerges. In general, however, we see that

the racial compo ition of the school affects the attitudes and achievement of

Black pupils more than it does for White pupils.
%

There appears to be a growing belief that inputs into the educational

process are almost unrelated to outputs. This study does not support such a

view. Tiachers, for example, even with the crude measures available here,

appear to be very important. The much discussed pupil-teacher rati:,. believed

by parents to be important but often viewed as'i;relevant by researchers

and administrators, is strongly and positively related to achievement.

Similarly, the intelligence of the teachers, as it is measured by their own

scor? on a verbal aptitude test, is important foi achievement. Even-variables
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associated With the school, such as facilities and problems, appear to be'

importcot in the educational process 11 Again the major difference between

the Blacks and the Whites is that the teachers and the charaCteitstics of

Eits school appear to be much more important for Blacks than for Whites.

1. This finding supports Mayeske's ] overwhelming impression that schools are
indeed important.

a
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.,Ingoola4ous Variables

APPENDIX 1: DEXCEIPTICO OF VARIABLES,

.-Mean

44teeateR, variable Kam (Standard)
DwOlition

Blacks hhites

Ach -1.644 2.607

(2.964) 11.181)

Motivation 0.422 0.161
(1.94) (1.625)

vsrper4etiome 0.532 0.321
(1.596) (1.756)

Efficacy -4.359 1.565

43.905) (2.856)

4

Perceived
Parents' 0.495' 0.257

Expectatioms (2.059) (2.249)

Description

An index construc.ed from the following
standardised variables: verbal right (F2),
ecaverbal.right (110) , reeding right (92).
math night (MR) and gemeral information
total right (GITR). high *cm* indiegtal
MOOT correct SOONITS .)

An index constructed from the following
standardized variables: go far is6achool
(FARSCL), happy to quit school (EPTTOISCL),

_desire in school (DESINSCL) , nag of hours
study (IMIRSTUDI), umber of day- guy tram
school (1stervirs), participation in *Mlle*
tics, student council, debating (FARY).. (A
high score indicate* !vigil motivation.)

An index construct/JO from desire to go to
college (COLLEGE) and ,doh expectatioms
(J04EXP). (A high score indicator high
expectations.) .

An index coostriscted from the following
standardized variables: pawle are happier
who accept thlkir.condition (item, send
luck idrumare important them herd work for
success limmax), get ahead somebody-stops
me CIANZAD/, lack of succeps is once (suit
(EMCEES), whatever education herd to get .

job (E11.108), would make any sacrifice to
'Az ahead (ESA;), would like to cheagest4
be somebody different (ECOASICE), sometimes
can't learn (HEAD), teachers go too last
annex). Rot much choke het eummumuf
(ECIOCESOC), to hen the job har4er work
(BLIGNJOS), fibre to do malty damp (USW.
(A 'high *core indicates a high feelimg'of,
control a.44 self-concept.)

An in6ex constrycted from the following
standerd4rd variables: mother's and
father's desire shout student's
performance in class WSW and FAUX?.
respective:7), hither's std mother's exPet.
'holm* about the stork!east s future educatimm
(FAME? srd MOM', reepectively), (A high
score indicates high parental exlectstiome.)

* All indices come from the first factor of a-vrincipal czaromento



,

gencneferiablesloont ineed)':
O " *

,
(standards

. Oevietion'
m ylalteliiitit necks Whites Description

-4.145
11.675Y (1.487)

Teachers expect student to be one of the777 : z*plotitiaos best in, class * -2, good enough to get by*
n I ..i -8 (A high score indicates ugh t or

expectations).
, .

lAtegiet...atietitt;

COM.. Constant Z.000 1.000 . ist

'." ' 0 (0,000) (0.000)
ifACR Average . .. Ot083 0.218

. ,

Askieveme*nt (0.702) (0.533).

AMeregis -0.232 -0.247
Average Motivation fdr pupils in a

Mptivetion. (0.206) (0.193) school.

Age -0.376 -0.367
. Average Expectation for pupils in.e

gx0ectation (0.160) (0.208) school.

i 4410T

A9EXP

Z.

Average Achievement for phpils in i
school-.

Avarua 0.165 0.259 Average Efficacy for pupils in a school,
Efficahy (0.463) (0.391)

, r

Now England.

Mid Atlantic

Great Lakes

Plains

South East

SWEET South west

SMSA Metropolitan
Area

0.014 0.061
(0.118) (0.239)

0.231 0.19/

(0.422) (0.398)

0.190 0.213
(0.392) -(0,410)
0.026 .0.077
(0.1q0) (0.267)

0.393 0.196
(0.489) (0.397)

New England-States * 1, otherwise *V

Mid Atlentic'Statt1-* 1, otherwise::* 0

Great Lakes States. - I, otherwise it 0

Plains States * 1, otherwise 0

South Eastern States * 1, otherwise* 0

0.065 0.075 South Western States * 1, otherwise * 0
(0.24f) (0.264)

1.321
(0.467)

1.333

(06471)

10'

(The excluded Category contains studAnts
from the far west and Rocky Mountain state.)

Within standard metropolitan statistical
area - 1, otherwise 2

(
,
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7.3c6si4enon e Variables

Abbreviacibn Variable Name

TWOP

FL

TC

RBS

PTAS

Mean
(Standard
Deviation)

Blacks iihites

c
Sex \ 3.121

(0.991)
Aga 4.012

(0.841Z

Nuisber of 3.050

2.995

(0.999)
3.939

(0.665)

2.187-
older-brotbarc(2.223) (1.556)
-sod sistars

eocio.sconomic ,0.359 1.241

Status (2.092) (2.130)

Information
Available

-0.487

(1.628)

Description

Male 2, female 'n 4.

Lees than 14 1, , 20 or older se 7

None older , 8 or more older mit 9

An index constructed from the first principal
component of the follow-Jong standardized
variablia: father's occupational level
(FAOCC); father's and mother's educational
Level (FAEDD and MOEDD, respectively).
Encyclopedia'in home (ENCYIH), attended
kindergarten and nursery school (KNGTEN and
NURSFRY, respectively), numher of hours work
for ray (NHWFPAY), number ob.people per room
in tte 'house (DENSITY). (A high value means
a hi0i socio-economic status.)

0.656 An index constructed from the following

1.437) standardized variables: dictionary in home
(DICTIH), daily newspaper in home (DNEWSII0.1
trip ;i to library (LIB)* number of magazines*

tive). (A high value i cates hi h
and hooks in home (NMIH ressec-

lF

avaiability of informatio5.)

Two aarints alive and living at home
otherwise 0. -

Two Parents 0.525 0.803
(0.499) (0.398)

Foreign 3.619 3.616
Language (0.764) (0.736)

This City 0.821 0.779

(0.38'4) (0.415)

Reading Before 2.579 2.646
School (1.221) (1.137)

Parents
Talking About
School

1.805' 1.851

-(0.989) (1.068)

110

Frecently speak a foreign language out of
!010,4 w 1, ... , never speak a foreign
language 4

Spew most of life in this city or town
1, otherwise 0.

Not lead before going to:school is 1,

regularly read before going to school 4, 4

iarci'ts talk &,out school once a day 1,

..., parents rover or hardly ever talk
about school R 4



I.

Exogenous Variables

Abbreviation Variable lame
-Mean

Descriptionrd D(Standaeviation)

Blacks -Whites

}WV

NNW fV2

NTCHSCL

LSTCHSQL

TEST

PIA.AT

NTLKGC

PWP1CLY

MLYBLCK

MIX

PWTCHLY

TAVR

NTPRPUP

TPTC

Watching 4.279 3.780

Television (2.181) (1.962)

(Watching TV)2 23.068 18.138

(17.628). (15.299)
'.Number of 2.430 1.471
times changed (1.439) 1.533)

school

Last` time 6.158 6.197

changed school (1.531) (1.495)

Testing 1.637 1.776

Experience (0.533) (0.441)

Parents attend 1.970' 1.625

PTA (1.103) (0.992)

Number of 2.448 2.805

times talk to (1.304) (1.184)

guidance coun-
selor last ;ea:

Proportion of 2.020 4.280
white pupil3 it (1.273) (0.882)

class last year

Mainly black 0.657 0.04
school (0.475) (0.180)

. 0.125 0.054
(0.331) (0.226)

Integrated
school

Proportion of 2.523 ...726

white teachers (1.670) (0.765)
in class la : .t

year

S

Not watch. TV. as 1, , 4 hours or more
per day la 7.

Never changed school at 1, , changed
school four or more times 5

Changed school within 'ityear 2,
changed school five or more years ago mg 7

Schools gives intelligence tests and
standardized achievement testa 2,-school
gives intelligence. or standard achievement.
tests ma 1, otherwise as 0.

Parents notQ to PTA - 1, ... parents go
most of the bee:* 4.

Not talk a 1.. , talk six or more
times m,5,

No whites la 1, , all white at 5.

Less than 307. white otherwise 1

30 - 697. white 1, otherwise a, 0

No white teachers a 1, all white
teachers = 5.

Teachers' 29.448 29.678 Teachers' average verbal right, for all
average verbal (0.527) (0.300) teachers in the school.
right

Number of 0.042 0.045
teachers per (0.073) (0.009)
pupil

Proportion of 0.464 0.388 All from thin city a
teachers from (0.236) (0.25). this city 0.

this city.

, none from



Abbreviation -Variable Name

Mean
(Standard Deviation)
Blacks Whites

TABU Teachers sex 2.992 2, 097

TANYTCH Teachers average
(0.249) (6.276)

nutober of years. 4.467 4.386

teaching. , (0.641) (0.662)

WIT= (TeaChars average 20.367 19.679

number. of years (5.709) (5.873)

teaching) 2

TPADTN

"i

. NTCHLV

Teachers problems 0.130 0.096

with (Q.143)

administration

Number of 1.869 2.409

teachers who leave (1.177) (1.465)

AGES Age of school 4.843 4075
(1:654) ii.761)

PROBLEMS Problems in 168.39,0 167.160
the school, (2.610) (2.198)

FACILITS School 11.975 12.677
facilities (2.173) (1.388)

PPRKMADEG Principal has 4.303. 4.215
Master's Degree (0.657) (0.597)

Descri.ptl.on

All 'males = 2, All females

No years teaching =
30 or more years = 8.

14-

Lack of effective leadership from
school administrator =
no problem = 0.

Less than 57.,left =

more than 50Z left = 7.

Main classroom less than'one year
old = more, than 39 years old
= 7.

Constructed from problems of damage,
impertinence,. discourtesy 'end
violence to teachers racial tension,
stealing, drugs and drinking.
(High value corresponds to many
problems.)

Principals responses about the 80601
library, auditorium, gymnatium,
laboratories, etc. ,(High value correg-
ponds to many facilities.)

No degree =-1,...,'Doctorate = 6.
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APPENDIX II: REDUCED AND STRUCTURAL FORM ESTIMATES OF THE
EDUCATIONAL PROCESS MODEL FOR.BLACKS AND WHITES

'Achievement Equation

BLACKS WHITES
Reduced Form Structural Form 'Reduced Form Structural Form

ACH. k

i

v.
'

ExP
0.278
(2.393)

,,

:0.565
(3.799)

EFF 0.299 0.382
(5.894) . (4.509).

pAEXPP .
.

0

.

TEXPP
.

CONST
.

4.1,26

(1.078)

,

t .

I
7.621

(1.367)
10.442 (..

(3.321)

AVACH 0'U3 0.175
0.329 0.221

(3.514) (3.321) (4.517) (10.129)

AVMOT
0.663
(2.175)

4

0,331

(1.167) .

AVEXP 8.130 -0.23b

16(0A88) (-0.809)

AVEFF
-0.018 -0.342

(-0.165) . (-2.259) -

NEWENG-
.,

-0.248
(-0.650)

-0.023
(-0.103)

MIDATL 0.572
(2.864)

9.346
. (2.029)

0.300
(1.772)

0.290
(2.103)

LAKES
0.818
(4.574)

0.645
(4.207)

0.019
(0.134)

0.2211\
(1.864

PLAINS
0.939
(3.069)

0.752
(2.748)

. 0.950
(5.156)

0.739
(4.720)

SEAST
. 0.131

(0.577)
.

.

--0.172
(--0.943)

0.042
;,'(0.236)

--0.25.5

(--1.716)
.

. SWEST
0.201
(0.780)

--0.069
, (-0.328) .

0.030
(0.155)

. -7-0.289

(- 1.820)

SMSA
-0.420
(-3.426)

--0.592
(- 5.432)

'0.002

(Q.022) .

SEX -0.129
(-3.224)

-0.276
(--6.856)

-0.344
(- 8.202),

-0.'143

''.(--4.704)

AGE -0.432
(-9.061)

-0.21/
( -4.659

-0.566
(-8.829)

-0.2/4
( -4.310)

NOBAS v
-0.098
-5.407

-0.076
(-4.509)

-0.182
-6.560

.70.135
(-5.365)

SES 0.278
(12.093)

S. 7

(6.038)
0.302

(12.535)

0.128
1 (4.020)

INFO
0.051
c1.768)

0.385
(10.968)

0.165
(3.833)

TWOP
0.074
(0.936)

0.008,

(0.072)

FL
-0.119 '

(-2.313).

' -0.010
(-0.175)

0.089
(1.52)

TC 0.260 0.291 -0.313

(2.07) (3.025) (-2.690)



Achievement Equation (cont.

BLACKS

Reduced Forus

WHITES

Structural Form Reduced Form Structural Form

RBS 0.048 ,

(1.427).

.

, .

0.180
(4.638)

0.072
(1.746)

'PTAS 0.151'

(3.642)
NHWTV 0.516

(5,955)

. 0.315
(3.350)

NHWTV2 -0.063
(-5.821)

-0.065
(-5.387)

NTCHSCL -0.021
(- 0,695)

-0.063
(-1.874).

JLSTCHSCL 0.069
(2.448)

00.048.

(1.918)
' 0.062

-(1.910)
TEST 0.224

(2.705) '

00.280
A;(3:718)

.

0.318
. (3.0801

° 0.18.
,,,(3.603)

PTAAT -0.074
(-1.936)

/ - 0.089.

(-2.027)
KLKGC 0.323

(10.103) ,

0:197
(5.357)

PWPICLY 0.240
(3.818)

0.280
(5.519)

0.159
.

(2.809)
0.186
(4_091)

MIYBLCK

(-0.701)

/

(=8:Hg)
-0.
(-0.063260)

MIX -0.071
(-0.455)

,-0..257

(-1.875)
-0.217-,

.(,1.043)
PWT9HLY 0.044

.(0.866)
0.124
(2.072)

TAVR

.

0.179
(2.217)

0.149
(2.597)

- 0.099
(0,059)

NTPRPUP 14.181
(2.313) ,

23.832
`0.341)

8.150
(1s496)

10.729
(2.327)

TiTC, . -0.456
(-1.975)

-0.229
(-1.156)

-0n89 .
(-1,492)
-0.168
(-0.908)

-0.457
(-2.368)

-0.284
(-1.721)

TASEX 0.280
(1.590)

0.275

. (1.752)
TANYTCH

.

-1.041
(-1.737)

-0.224
(-0,405)

TANYTCH2 0.148
. (2.193)

..0.039
,(0.629)

'TPADTN 0.449
(1.589)

(:9:838)

0.404
(1.295)

0.009 i

(0.273)
;4

NTCHLV -0.009
e-0.241)

AGES 0.019
(0.604)

..
-0.023

(-0.838)
PROBLEMS - -0.061

(-3.614)
-0.042

(-4.305)
-0.026
(-1.258)

-0.048
(-2.710)

FACILITS 0.038
(1,767)

(9:20) -0.023
(-0.711A

.

PRNMADEG

2

-0.254
(-3,798)

-0.031
(-0.409)

MLR 0.2749 0.4070 0.2656
.

0.4276

2
ALTR 0.2749 0.2595

.
,..

0.2656 .0.2519

.

.

4

.

.

. .
.

(xv)

I N- .
. of

$.
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Motivation Equation

BLACKS

Reduced Form Structural Form

WHITES

Reduced Form

ACH

MOT

EXP

EFF

PAEXP

TEXP

CqST

AVAGH

AVMOT

AVEXP

AIEFF

NEWENG

MIDATL

LAKES ,

PLAINS

SEAST

SWEST

smsk

SEX

AGE

0.126 1

(3.267)

Structural Form-

.

"NO

0.508
(10 015)

-(2.707)

2.419
. (1.133)

(1.367)
0.49.5

(3,052)

(-0.611)
-U.U28.

(-0.467)
0.05.5.

(0.273)

0.084
(0.787)
0.146
(1.534)
0.141
(0.864)

0.583
(4.813)

5.362
(1.876)

. -0.005
-0.087)
0.619

( 255)

-0. 71
(0.476)
0.015
(0.200)-

-O.. 268

(-2.387)

-0.200
(-2.300)

-0.118 -

(-1.618)
r0.0003

(- O.003)

0.344
(31710

0.171
. (1.747)

0.563
(4.105)
0.036
(0.551)
0.0E\7

(3.15 )
-0.1a
(-7.434

0.429
(2:255)
0.029

(3.508)

0.202
(2.283)
0.229

(1.5a8)

0.549

(5.762)-

0.193
(1.836)

0:369 ,

(3.204)

0.165
(6.679)
-0.048
(-1.764)

NOBAS

SES

INFO

TWOP

FL

TC

# 0.017
(- 0.456) (1.682)

0.008 -0.079
(6.773)

' (-3.714)
0.063
(4.098)

0.013
(0.297)

O.u13
(0.489).

0.04T

(0.7)

0.437
(4.347)

. 0.071
(1.216)
-0.063

(:2.913)

-0.208
(-6.350)
-0.023
(-1:615)

0.157

(2.613)

0.924
(2.557t

-6.185
(-3.881)

0.052
(1.967)

0.115
(9.281)
0.205

(11 419)

-0.012
(-0.223)

-01135)
(-4.645)



RBS

Motivation Equation (cont.)

BLACKS WHITES
Reduced Form. Structural Form Reduced Fort( Structural Form

0.068 0.075
(3.804) (3.754)

PTAS -0.139
(-6,296)

NHWTV 0.491
(4.127)

-0.184
(-8.657)

NHKV2

NTCHSCL

-0.031
(-5.352)
0.-0.029

(-1.784)

LSTCHSCL

TEST,

0.068
(4.569)

-0.078
(-1.757)'

0.051
(3.646)

0;153
(3.181)

PTAAT

NTLKGC

PWPICLY

0.080
(3.948)
0.146
(8.598)

MLYBLCK

-0.039
(-1.175)
0.238
(2.816) '

-0.0g1
(-2.436)
4.042

(-0.521)

MIX 0.169
(2.018)

0.094
(1.208)

PWTCHLY 0.041
(1.523)

0.041
(1.60.2)

TAVR 0.002
(0.037)

NTPRpUP

TVTC

-2.174
(-0.666)
0.140
(1.106)

0:086
(5.120)
-0.136
(-2.561)

0.065
(2.897)

0.101
45.353)
0.063
(2:170)

0.232
(1.86!)

-0.015
(- 0.958)

0:051
(1.419)

0.054
(2,11.8)

0.118
(1.-082)

0.237.

(2.227)

0.113 0.061
(3.676)" (2.146)

-0.087
(-1.188)

(-1.292)

(1.844)

TASEX.

TANYTcH

0.016
(0.174)
-0.541
(-1.696)

TANYTCH2 0.066
(1:845)

0:224
°(1.273)

-0.026
(-1.403)

TPADTN 0.263
(1.750)

0.191
(1.432)

-0.027
(-0,282)
-0.207
(-0.729)
0.033
(1.058)

NTCHLV

PROBLEMS

0.039
(1.929)

-0.014
(-0.824)
-0.008
(-0.851)

, 0.014
(0.088)

0.015 .

(0.904)

FACILITS -0.032
(-2.790)

PRNMADEG

MLR
2

-0.030
(-0.82A

3.1805
.0.5261

-0.012
(-0.839)
-0.011
(-1.013)
-0.020
(-1.208)
-0.017

(-0.437)

Q.2578

0.011
(0.894)

0,546

ALTR
2

0.1805 0.176 0.2578 0.252

Il



Expectation Equation

BLACKS

ed_Form

WRITES

tractur 1 Form Reduced Form .Structural

AGM I" *.,
(2'..827) )

MOT 0.497 0.253
(4.569) (2.377)

UP

EFF el: ,el .
.

P .. 0.222
(2.961) (3.122)

TEKPP .

-3.(MCONST 4.417 . 2.656
(1486) (2.216) (0.891)

AVACR 0.6i8 . -0.104
T372) (11.659)

AVMOT - .032 -;70.042

(-0.191) 0).274)

AMP 0.793 0.5517 0.712* 0.326
(4.261 (4.446) 4.561 3.4

AVEFF -0.025 0.043
(-0.412 (0.533) ,

NEWENG
(-1.187)

-0.309
(-Z.642)

. r

M A -0.241 -0.234 -044 -0.174
(-2.178) (-4.223 -3.691 -2"945

LAKES ..
(0.120)

-0.385
-5.053

CRAI)

PLAINS. -0.0 7
(0.725) (-0.473)

FAST 0:095
'

-6.127 - -0.217. --0.311
(0.756)
-0.26f

(- 1.819) (-2.252) (-4,940)

SWEST
(0.1831'

0.116
1.104 : '

SMSA
00 .0

(0.661) (0:677

YEE III T: i $ -0.21 -0.053
(1.720) (1.802) (-9.395) (-1.502)

AGE -0.187
(-7.090)

-0.037
(-1.194)

-0.227
,(- 6.628)

NOBAS
-0.024
(-2.438)

-0.036
( -2, 447)

,

SES
4 .: 1.1 ' I. 1.1'1

(13.174) (2.900) (14.963) (5.925).

INFO 6.084 0.011), 6.256 6.081
(5.27; (1.189 i 12.289 . 4.139

TWOP 1 . -0.09.
(2.856) (-1.01) -

FL -0.111
(-3.891)

-0.102
(-3.854)

-0.173
(-5.689)

-0. U9 b

(-3.730)

-0.027

(-0.460

-0.064'

(-) ;173)
-0,182

, ,
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Expectation EquatIon (cont.) .

BLACKS/

RBS
0.062
(3.344)

0.003

(0.216)
0.079
(3.800)
...OMB

(- 4.4.6)

0.013

(0.748)6

PTAS
4.60

(- 3.772)

NHWTV
0.194
4.036

0.1i2
2.225 r

2
-.0.030

(-5.012)
t -0.0 5

(-.3.9 4)

4.045
(-2.:1318)

'43:018

(4.144)
-0. 2

(- 2.882)

032
( 2.291)

L8TCHSCL
0.004
(0.253

-0.004
(-h.314)

0.047
(2.714

TEST
t.I

411)
1.1 I

(-0.177)

PTAAT .

6.679
(3,7.1)

0.031 -
(1.508)

0..08
(3.758)

0.072
3.518

NTLXGC
0

(13.054)

0 I

(4.771)

I.
(7.843)

s t:.

<5.115)

PWPICLY
4.009
(4.258)

1114
0.023
(0.7607

MLYBLCK 0.205
(2.328) 1

tax 11
(1.010)

4f1X
0.35
2.6 )

(2:/q}
-0.032
(-.0.287)

TINCHLY 1 . t

(2.62)
4

(0.963)

t. 0 :

(1,179)

TAVR
1,1

(1.281)
.

t,1

(- 0.993)

.

trii,gme
. (

(-2.051)
-

(- 0.806)
.

TPTC
0.009
(0.067)

'` 0.251 0.173
(1.,809) (1.621)

TASEX .

0.651
(0.520)

. 0.246 0.118.
(2,480) 2.46

TANYT CH
a

(- 1.431)

:41 0 t .4/.165
.

(41.169) (-4.4931'
'40.013

TANYTCH2 0.065
(1.733)

0.022
. (0.402) (1.670

TPAD TN
0.41g
(2.729)

i .
(0.996)

NTC}1LV
0.035
(1.671)

0.006
(0.367)

AGES
-0.0/7

(- 1.508)

-0.005
(-0.326)

PROBLEMS
-0.025

(-2.681)
-0.015

t-1.843)

0.004
(0.3/6)

FACIL1TS'
-0.031

(* 2.635)

..0.016

(- 0.908)

PRNMADEG
41.059

(.1.054)

0.23/8

,-

0.475

0.031
(0.755)

0.3089 0.5185*I
MLR

ALTR 0.2280.228 0.3089' 0.3038
4

,
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Efficacy Equatiod

BLACKS WHITES

Reduced Form Structural Form Reduced Form Structural Form

ACH (
Ag02 )

0 284
(6.106)

EXP

EFF .

PAM .

T 1.267 0.854
(6.580) (4.922)

-1.2./ 5 47. 110 5.644CWT.
(- 2.212) (- 1.331) , (1:438)

AVACH
0 5

(-3.187)

-1).280

(- 1.869)

AVMOT - 0.112 -0.048

(-0.257) K-0.175)

IAVEXP - 0.104
0.2161.,

-0.222,
(-0.7q4)

0.982 0.48 0.916 6.573
AvEFF

i___(6.183) (3.509) (6.319) (5.855)'

IM OM 0.954
(1,745)

-0.034
(-0.161)

0.0/2
1(0.435) .

MIDATL )..329

(4,643 )
0.195

11.205)
- 0.947 t0.106

LAKES
(3.693) (10.774)
1.867 0.931 0.306

PLAINS (4,261) (2.778) (1.734)

SEAST.
1,156

(.3.547)

0.452
(21614)

0.081
(0.619)

SWEST
1.236

(3.346) *

0.332
(1,766)

SMSA
0.500
(2.845)

0.708
(4.930)

0.197
(1.818)

.q97!?.q97

(1.059)

0.407 0.393 0.049 0.184
SEX

(7.097) (7.275) (1.224) (4,478)

-0.502 -0.418 -0.148AGE .

(-0.735) (1:gi3) (-6.814) (-2.294)
r - 0.043. -0.001 -0.046

NOBAS
-1.680 (-0.264) -1.716
0.170 O.f 0.168

SES
(5.156) -, (-0.569) 7.258
0.066 0.232

INFO
(1.602) (6:899)

TwoP
-0.031

(-0.275)

-0.076

J-0.735)
0.052 0.199 0.021 0.141

FL
(0,711) (2.851) (0.3831 (2.386)

L-----

-0.113
)

4
-0.182

{-1.43)
1

I-
.. _



RISS

PTAS

Efficacy Equation (cont.)

BLACKS WHITES
ReducedEourSIRES21:41 Fors ReducAd Fora StrutturtI For*

0.158 0.067 0.285 0.147
(3.303) (1.463) (7.661) (3.693)

0.078

(1.314)
-0.061
(-1.551)

0.360
(2.900)

-0.050
(-3.241)
.--0.089

(-2.017)

LSTCHSCL 0.073
(1.809)

0.080
(2, 258)

TEST
-0:053

(- 0.442)

0PTAAT 0.036
(0.654)

0.333
(3.697)

-0.059
(-5.174)
-0. 050
-1A5501-----L-.

-0062
(-11600)

(9:04
-0.034

(-2.977)

0.090' 0.047

(2.873) (1.840)

0.016
(0..16S)

-0.053

(-1.271)

NTLKGC

PWPICLY

MLYBLCK

MIX

PWTCHLY
4-

TAVR

NTFRPUP,

TPTC

I :I: 0.249
(14.885) (3.356)

-0.200
c-0:878)
u.u48
(0.215)

(6.711)
0.016
(0.299)

0.132
(3.750)

w -0.480
(-2.604)

.U.173

(0.744)
-3.010
(-0.048)

TASEX

rANYTCH

TANYTCH2

TPADIN

(-2.400
-0.449

(-1.324)
U.12T
(0.480)

3v6

(-1.625)
0.21

NTCHLV

0.528
0.

0.148
-0.122
(-0.488)

0.179
(-1.006) (1.725)

-0.541
(-1.022)
0.055

(2.277) 0.438
-0.317

(2,272) (-1.129)

-Tr 080
(1 46s)

AGES :(571-
-6,455)

PROBLEMS t

(n.930)

FACILITS

PRNMADEC

tn.R2

2
ALTR

(=4:gig)

(-2 127)
0.183#18 0

1(1.828) (2.065)

(r,1423 0.3881

0.1423 0.1299

-0.027

(-0.866)
0.010
(0.697)

0/034
(11.758)

-0.056
(-1.838)

0.050
0.681

0..1610

C.

0.3421

0.1610 0.1529



Perceived Parents' Expectations-Equation

WHITES

ReducildFors .Structural Pore Reduced Fors Structuralfora
r

0.493 .
(3.459)

.
.

0.369
2.370)(

0.309 .

(2.357).

Q.446

(3498)
.EFT

.

PAEXPP

TEX PP 0.320
(1.86.0

0;711

CONST 3.603

(1.251)
2.781
3;627

..

'

AVACH
4.00.1

-0.973

0.0
0.317

AVMOT 0.055
(0.434)

0.617
. (3.201)

0.194
(0.981)9AVEXP I

(0.698)

AVEFF 0.030
(0:371)

-0.021

(- 0.205)

NEWENG -0.733
(-2.677)

-0.393
(-1.730)

-0,639
(-4,30())

-0.187 se

(-1.490),

miDATI. -0.569
(-3.9 68)*

-1.102
(-1.37Q)

-0.287
. (-2.495)

-0.314
% (-3.243)

0.024
Ni.0.2111_--.2,
-re:1 .0
?-0.681)

-LAKES -0.203
(-1.584)

PAINS ,L -0.360
(-1.639) .,

-6.B5
(-1.

-Q.114
_C-L.117) g

SEAT -0.132
(-0.8071,

. 0..233
' (1.901)

S WEST
0.0790
(0.426) .

0.4)4
(3.262)

PISA -0.024
(-0.272)
-00196
(-6.843)

-0.17
(-2.410)

-0.261
(-9.988)

0.134
(1.747)

-0.485
(-17.020)

0.029
(0.452)
-0.346

(-11.132)
SEX

AG E
.

-0%068
(1.9901

0.135
(3_690)

-0.380
(-8./38)

-0.102
(- 9_410)

NoBAS -R.00
(-1.540

(119i)
-0.017

(-0.877y

SES 0.2 '

(13.09)
Q.124
5.195

0.221
(13.515

0.042
1 8

INFO 0.106
(5.148

0.043
(2.067

0.279
.

(11.720
SOP 0.40

(7.046)
0.365
(61E40)

0.151
(2.067)

0.151
(2.311)

-0.011,
.

(-0.381).
re -0.234

(-6.083)r
'(-0.62.7)

,

.

.-0.018.

(-0.222)

0.083
(1.135)

,,, ., _



I

Percsivect Parents' Expectattpus Egaistion (cont.
.A t

BLACgi Winn
Sara turai To crcid,. Tara-ltd ed

IBS
0.093

(3.859

0.096
3.656

-0.030
-10.713
0.047
.742

-0.0
-2.793)
0.0)3
1.452

. 0.

(1.983

Strutter Form

-0.169

(-2.667)

(3.595),

(4.183)

.JTMT.

NTLXGC

:11

4.

( -2.1a0

(1.028
-0.063

. PWPICLY

MLYBLCK

MU

PWTCHLY
.

.(4,447)

04)73,

(0.(7,0)

t -0.00Z
(-0.049)

fAYR

NUMMI),

0.031
(0.536)
-5.441

(-1.236)

TPTC

TASEX

TANYTCH

TANYTCH2

TPADTN

NTCHLV

AGES

PROBLEMS

FACILITS

0.468
(2.749)
0.070

(0.554)

J.

(1.169) (1.035).

4).146
(-1.424) -

0.073-
(0.520)
0.060
(1.484)
-0.241

(-2.478)
-14.256
(-3.857)
0.105
(0.591)
0.038

(0.304)

-9.051
(-2,817)
-0.279
(-1.723)

-0.196
(-0,455)
0.022
(0.453)
0.094
(0.487)

-0.846
(-2.256)
o.oip
(2.3/1)

-0.551
(-1.734)

'0.064
(0.301)

0:061
( 1.7141

0.021
(0.757)

(-3.150)
-0.013

(-0.989)

-6,o4i

(-2.466)

-0.021 0.011
(-1.355) (0.814)

-0.016
(-0.730)

(-2.411)

-0.001

(-0.058)
-C.647

(-2.161)

z

-0.032
(-2.004)

PRNMADEG

MLR

ALTR

-O.053
(-1.098)

0.021
0.403)

0.2254 0.3207 0.6431

0.2254 '0.2264 0.3207

124.

0.3191



Perceived he r s Expectations Equation

Red' ,:ed Form Structural Form Reduced Form Str rural Fo

HOT 0.563
.

(5.175)
4

...936):

EPP 0.196 0.121
'.4

PPAEXP :

_ 0..135

2.686

TEXPP

CONST
.

4.495
I

-6.152

(-2,17)) i (-2.453)
2.374
(Q.828)

-4.307
(- 14.178)

AVACH .0.030
0 550

0.005
t t:6

AVMOT 0.034 0.332 .

(-0.177) (2.280)

AVEXP 0.117
o

-0.019--

AVEFF 0.149 -0:030
(2.140) (- 0.382)

NEWENG' 0.258 -0.057 -0.320
1 075 -0.244 -2 83'

MTDATI. -0.084 0.450
-0 666 -3.619

-0.151
32

LAKES -0.021 -0.364

(-0.184) (-3.29)

-0.096 0 059

3011.---,,,, 0.125)

PLAINS 0.065 -0.443 -0.063

50.340) (-2.345) (-0.667)

SEAST 0.258 -0.317 0.220 0.248

' '41.8Q6f (-2.216) (2.377) (3.336)

SWEST 0.273 -0.285 0.282 0.239

(1.684) (-1.804) (2.797) (2.933)

SMSA
t

'0.112 0.013 0.112
(1.03) (0.168) (1.(119)

SEX 0.061 -0.060 -0.035
(2446). (- 2.241) (-1,624)

AGE ± -0.183 0.021 -0.137
(-6.(+ 5) (00641) (-4.174)

NOBAS 0.0 6 P.017 -0.018
(0,5 4) (1.526)-

-0.032
(-1.249)
0.069

1

4

SES O. 1

(3.499) (-1.947) J (5.591)

INFO 0.029 -0.018 6.120
(11,018) (0.942) (6.06)
-0.052 -0.050 0.029
- s -1.018 I

.

-0.056 ' -0.075 -0.150
(-1.7341 (-2.374) 4-5,1451

-TC -0.034 '-0.042 0.009 .

....................------.1.........(-0 645 ) '0.149) .

MS



Perceived Teachers' Ex Ectitatinn (cont.)

BLACKS WHITES

Reduced Form Structural Form Reduced Form Structural Fo

0.048

(1..2.62)

-0.066
(- 2.540)

RBS

PTA.S

0.096 0.043

NHWTV
, 0.079 -0.102

(1.453) (-1.811)

0.012
f (0.242)

f

NWJTV2 -0.141 0.013
-2.091 (1.839)

-0.910
'(-1.575)

i NTCHSCL -0.049 1.'15
-2.524 t -0.761)

-(1.0.
(- 0.242)

LSTCHSCL -0.010 to.

-0.549 - - 3.383)

0.0
1.463

TEST -0.021
-0.398

-0.129
(-2.436)

YTAAT
1,1:'1
2.513

t.1

(1.919)

NTLXGC
0.231

(11.511)

t t.

(3.415)

PWPICLY 0.013 0.062
i 0.325 .1

0.005
(0.184

MLYBLCX j
0.391 0.253
3.914 #

0.039
0.312

MIX
0.383 0.207
3.885 (2.250)

0.070
(0.652)

0.072
2.326

0.015

(1.587)

PWTCHLY
-0.041 -0.087
-1.293 8

TAVR 0.091 i 0.541
082

-0.180

NTPRPUP -.1.549 , 4.187
t I 0:

-3.867
3:

TPTC 0.335 0.303
0

0.357
2 66

0.268
2 935

TASEX -0.160 -0.150
-1.444 (-1.340)

-0.115

(-1.206)

-0.162
(-1.876)

TANYTCH -6.3.6
t

t . 1 5 .
t

t

-1.102____

TANYTCH2 41.045

11A -72i-----.....,-..-.LL
ADTN 1 -0.008TPA

-0.044

-0.018

(-0.434)

0,032
(1.003)(

i

0.092
(- 0.572)

NTCHLV 0.064
2.678)

- .0
(-1.261)

AGES -0.020

0.979

-0. 0./
(-0.440)

i PROBLEMS 1
0.009 00
(0.858) (1.021)

0.10
(0.406)

FACILITS -0.422 -0.004 -0.039

-3.143 (-0.307) (-2.354)

PRNMADEG 0.07.
1.8021

t 1

(1.039) .

/

(0.344)

MLR * 0.1041 0.3406 0.1092 0.2312

v;
4 1 1 0.1103 0.1092 0.0985

i "
1


